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LaMarre Spends $407,000 in Student Punds
He's Not the
First To Use
Limousines

Politics Cloud Student Senate
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News Analysis
Some of the major payments
By Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.
were made to cover a limouThe University Student sine service, a legislative conSenate's annual report for the ference at the Albany Hilton
1990-91 school year is 291 Hotel, a trip to Africa byJhree
pages long. It includes min- of LaMarre's colleagues (inutesfrom meetings ofthe board eluding his twin sister, Elizaof trustees of the City Univer- beth, and his close friend Aston
sity of New York, the Greene), and a combined
chancellor's controversial Col- $51,000 in salaries for his sislege Preparatory Initiative, ter and Greene. Last Decemvariou.s pieces of correspon- ber, LaMarre told The Ticker
dence to state and federal leg- that both positions were legally
islators, and articles written appointed and approved by the
by and about USS Chairman USS in accordance with its
Jean C. LaMarre in major bylaws. "The executive assisnewspapers.
' tant position is a very imporBut one important piece of tantone,"hesaid, "because the
infonnationismissingfrom the person that holds that position
report-the finances. Not one is privy to very personal inforword is mentioned about the mation. Icouldn'tfindanyone
USS budget or. expenditures.
that I trust more than my own
This m
e as a sur- sister." She was approved by
prise to
read the Senate ata $24,000 salary,
or see-n recent
reportedlylower than what she
LaMarre's alleged "s
earning at the mayors ofspree" that led the Daily News
re her- employment
to dub him "C
High WI
USS.
Roller."
LaMarre has held from the
ThefluTry.
ime the reports appeared that
began when
ing he did violated any
dent Rafael
Jaws. or any CUNY by'-mr . .
. "-,..aDd admiRistFator-a.
ie1easedalisf'o e
agree. Jay Herschenson,vice
sllowed LaMarre a au- chancellor for University Ree spending of over lations,
defended _the
nt activity administration's policy with re,
an gard to USS spending in the
fees. 'The
Sept. 23 issue of the Student
earmarked $.85frnri'r'iNews Service, .JVhich
dentin CUNY.
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[Schedule

n believes that a triByYoungn'
schedule will allow stuAproposalc
accelerate their eduofa trimester
: As stated in his proCollege was
al, "A broader and more
Berenso
uniform course offering over
tics
der
nate Curriculum Com- each trimester will enable stumittee of the School of Busi- dents to move through the eduness and Public Administra- cational pipeline faster and, in
tion, to the Faculty Senate for particular, will increase the
deliberation. The objective retention andgraduation rates
behind the trimester system is of our part-time undergraduto accelerate student progress ate and graduate student bodtoward a degree, but Berenson ies."
feels that it could spur faculty The proposal also mentioned
productivity and revenue for that the trimester system may
enhance faculty productivity.
the College.
In the trimester schedule, the Because of the reduced teachnumber of courses that stu- ing period, 26 weeks compared
dents may take Per year is to 30 weeks, and flexible
spread over three trimesters workload, there will be more
instead of two semesters. ....time for research for -faculty,
There will be 13 weeks in a and the current fellowship
trimester compared to 15 leave program that entitles.
weeks in a semester. Students full-time faculty to up to one
may take up to 12 'credits Per 'year from work for research
trimester, a total of 36 credits might be elittrinated if schedeach year compared to 30 cred- ulingisdone~sely. Inaddiits in the current system, and tion, Berenson 'believes that
full-time faeultymay choose to beeauseofthe possibleincrease
teach the required number of in the retention rate of partclasses in any two trimesters time students, annual student
orspreadthe numberofclasses . Full Time Equivalent tallies
to be taught over three trimes- would likely be increased and
Continued on Page 5
ters.

By Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.
and Jonathan Loring
Jean C. LaMarre, chairman
ofthe University Student Senate, was revealed last week to
have spent over $407,000 in
student funds since Jan. l.
One of the specific charges
was that LaMarre and his colleagues had accumulated over
USS Chairman Jean C. laMarre
$13,000 in fees paid for limoubroke' the story. "This is a record, but she also confronted sine rides to XYZ car service.
historic practice at CUNY," he's the board of trustees on the An article that appeared in the
quoted as saying. "The elected matter. At a meeting on Sept. Student Leader News Service
student government leaders 25, Ray stood up when Chair- on Sept. 23 indicated thatXYZ
make determinations about the man James Murphy, eager to suspended service to the USS
worth and wisdom of student proceed with the board's because ofunpaidbills,but that
activity fee expenditures."
agenda, stated that it was le- an administrator of the City
Most students responded gaIly obligated to de so in spite University of New York alnegatively to the charges of public developments.
lowed him to continue using
againstLaMarre. Baruchjun"You have the nerve to say the cars under the board of
ior Tony Eden told.the Daily 'law' when you violated your trustees' account.
News, "This guy needs his butt own laws to let him spend
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
kicked. He better not come $400,000," Ray said. Then, actedquickly to limitthe spendaround here- I'll personally when Murphy called her out of ing of the USS on Sept. 24, the
kick his ass."
order, she replied, "No, you're day.theDailyNews ran a front
Politieal Motives?
out of order."
page story on LaMarre called
LaMarre quickly dismissed
. CUNY student Onix Bosa, "CUNY's High Roller."
the charges 'against him as whowasalsoontbeUSS,spoke
Records obtained from Sen-.
~being politiaHly meti~~. -- up at ~- meetigg ..as.. well ...._~jll"liamentarian
~ vid~ .. ~ ....._.~ _" " .. '"
. Latertbismont~theUSS-WUl "Because -the--sdliirm,.tlation -·P~bowever,~-tbat
hold its elections, giving the had allowed the USB ebairto LaM8rre~s ac:bJrinistration is
Senate the opportunity to vote continue spending, he said, not the first to use xyz. Fiftyhim out of office. Some stu- "You're as guilty as Jean six receipts, dated from Oct.
dents believed that Alvarez LaMarre is."
1989 through Feb. 1990, durwas attempting to run for the
Meanwhile, the Fiscal Affairs ing the administration of
office himself, casting suspi- Committee agreed to fully re- Gregorio Mayers, run a tally of
cion on his decision to release view the USS spending 'and $2,328. While most of the
the spendinginformation when report back to the board in 30 charges are made to various
he did. But Alvarez has re- days.
delegates, over $900 was
peatedlysaidheisnotrunning
UlMarre, who is the official charged to John Jay College
for chair.
representative of students on student Reginald Holmes.
This leaves two declared can- the board of trustees, did not Holmes was LaMarre's oppodidacies. One opponent is Kim attend~the meetfrig.- "His nent in last year's election.
Ray, the USS delegate from spokesman, Steve Kleinberg,
The charges range from $15
Hunter College. "I think I have shrugged whenreporters asked to $74.50, with an average of
a good chance of winning," says where LaMarre was. "My un- $42 per ride. Almost $200 in
Ray. She has not only openly derstanding was thathe would waiting time is charged.
condemned LaMarre's fiscal
Continued on Page 4

Budget and Enrollments Take a Fall
.. 1 .
J~ ..

By Eric Loyola
and Farah Gehy
School officials seem to concur that with a budget cut of
$2.4 million, a drop ofnearly 9
percent in freshmeq enrollment may work in Baruch's
favor.
According to Howard Galin,
vice president of the administration, Baruch has lost $5.4
million in two years. Chief
Registrar ThomasP. McCarthy
said, "New freshmen enrollment for the fallterm is 1,227
wlrlchisdown8.7percentfroID
last fall.
When asked if this was by
default or design, McCarthy
had this to say. "It'sby ~gn.
The administr&.tionwas concerned that the college had
grown significantly in the size
Continued on Page 6
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Vice President For AdmInistration Howard Galin
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ets an tit e pages 0 peri .cals are posted as examples of
the variety ofmaterials available in the library.
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DAY WORKSHOPS - FALL 1991
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Minority Scholar-ig'
ship for study z~
abroad offered
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Formore information call 3871370
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Crime Prevention
Seminar
Campus Health
The Baruch College Security Insurance

A.) ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH LESS STRESS ( Mr. P. Trinbaudi)

0)
0)

,-.

Tuesday: OCtober 8th, 1991; 2:30-4:00 PM
Thursday: October 10th, 1991; 1:00-2:30 PM

C\I
~

Q.)

8.0
0

A fun and very soothing workshop that will help you to learn retaxation techniques and mcreaseyour overall success potential.

....

. "

B.) ASIAN STUDENTS WORKSHOP (Dr. W.O. Cheng)
Thursday; OCtober 24, 1991: 1:00-2:00 PM
Personal adjustment and growth - focusing, specifically on Assertiveness Training and Communication-Skins.

Department presents "Tips on
Travel Safety" with a guest
speaker from the New York
City ~ansit Police Department on Thursday, October 3,
1991 at 1:00 p.m. in the Student Center, -Oak Lounge.

'J'

Marketing Make- WQrkshop for LibExhibition
up and Validation eral Arts Students
The heart and soul of middle
Exams
eastern women is revealed in

c.) ASSERT YQURSELF (Dr. E. Soto)
Thursday; October 17,1991; 1:00-2:30 PM
Thursday; October 24, 1991; 1:00-2:30 PM
There will be two sessions for this workshop. In the first session we will become familar with the meaning of assertive, non-assertive and
aggressive behaviors. In the second sessions we will practice behaving assertively.

D.) COPING WITH CHANGE (Dr. S.S. Tien)
Thursday; December 5, 1991 ; 1:00-2:00PM

will

Change can lead to problems. This' workshop
help the student who is faci'ng difficult changes in shoot, at work, at home or in a
relationship. Workshop exercises will help familiarize the student with the stages of change and how to manage them positively.

The Department ofMarketing
make-up and validations exams will take place onWednesday, October 9, 1991. Students must apply to the Curricular Guidance Office or the
Graduate Office before October 1, 1991 to be eligible to
take this exam.
Day Session: 2:00-4:00 p.m.,
Rm 1926-360 PAS
Evening Session: 5:00-7:00
p.m., Rm. 1922-360 PAS

Career Workshop
E.) EXPLORING CAREERS
~

..

In these 2-sessions workshops, students will learn what it takes to make a good decision about majors and careers. They wllf"view a
. videotape, take a vocational test and discuss issues of concern.
I 1·
Series A:

(Dr. T. Heris)
- Thursdays: September 26th and October 3, 1991

Series B:

(Dr. P. Imbimbo)
- Thursdays: OCtober 17th and 24th, 1991

Series C:

__
(Dr. T. Heris)
- Thursdays: October 31st and November 7th, 1991

Representatives from Blue
Cross/Blue Shield willbeavailable to answer your questions
from 12:30-4:30 p.m., Thursday, October 10, 1991 in the
Lobby of 155 E. 24th Street.

Reporter-TheNew York Times
Sheryl McCarthy, GolumnistNew York Newsday
Lisa Kennedy, Senior EditorThe Village Voice
E.B. Balsden, Columnist-Caribbean Life
Phillip Gourevitch, New York
Correspondent-TIu! Forward
and a Media Critic from Fairness and Accuracy in 'Reporting(FAIR)
For more information please
call 387-1291

The Placement Office (PASS
Office) of the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences will offer
the following workshop; Resume Writing, Thursday, October 10, 1991 at 1:00p.m. in
Rm 1504, 17 Lexington Ave.

The Curricular Guidance Office of the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences will offer the
following workshop: Liberal
Arts Freshman Workshop on
Curriculum, Thursday, October 17, 1991 at 1:00-2:30 p.m.
in Room 1604, 17 Lexington
Avenue.

The Baruch Col-

lege Journalism
Lecture Series
Sponsoredby The Reuter Fund
presents "The Low-Down on
The Heights: Covering The
Brooklyn Controversy" on
Thursday, October 24, 1991 at
12:45 p.m, in the Administrative Center Lounge, 135 East
22ndStreet with:
Felicia Lee, Metropolitan News

Series E:

(Dr. P. Imbimbo)
- Thursdays: November 14th and 21 st, 1991
-

Announces Auditions
for fall production of

In the Globus Lounge (17th Floor 360 PAS)
£a[jicipants must come to Room 1737 prior tQ.jhe day of the career workshop to

regis~

5:45 - 8PM

RESERVE YOUR SPACE H!

0/10
F.) LIFE SKILLS FOR THE 90'S (Dr. J. Ruffin and HELPLINE/Peer Counselors)
- Developing Intimate Relationships and Safe Sex Practices

Come to see a video on college students and sex; assess your level of risk for sexually transmitted diseases (STD's); and participate
in a discussion of how to develop intimate re1ationships and safe sex practices.

G.) VIDEO PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION SERIES (Mr. P. Tribaudi)

ERIC KELLY· Headhunter From Concert Data Systems

0/17

Panel Discussion • "The Opportunities and Obstacles
for
Women in the CIS Field"

_Everyone is welcome to attend

Rm911

Refreshments and snacks will be served.

III October 29, 1991 - Improving Your Self-Image
A series of video presentations on various topics of concern to college students. Come and learn new information and share ideas
with the opportunity for informal discussion in a supportive atmosphere. You can come to only one meeting or come all 3 weeks.
'anPsyc~

4:30 - 7:00PM

Studio Theater 23rd street

II OCtober 22,1991 - About AIDS

AU Worl1&Jlgp$ wW meeLJ.n..Jhe OWce ol eouoseUng

by Fredrick Knott

Auditions Wednesday Oct 2

Plus Practice Interviews.
Bring Resumes if Possible.

Tuesdays, 2:30-3:30 PM (Attend one, two or more sessions)

. october 15,1991 - Test Taking Without Fear & About Math Anxiety

"Wait Until Dark"

"CIS Job market, interviewing and ResumeSkills."

Thursdays; October 31st, November 14th, December 5th &
19th, 1991
1:00-2:30 PM; Globus Lounge; 360 Park Avenue South_; Room 1704

"',

Student Organization Funds

Services. unless otherwise notm

Counseling and Psychological services
Room1737360 Pari< Avenue South (between 25th and 26th SI.)
Evening hours are available by appointment only
Monday through Friday 9Am-5pm
Call (212) 447-3521; 9AM - 5PM

NEW MEMBERS (all majors) ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.
CQMS Office ln Room 440 26th St.
(~12) ~7-3090

_

Our regUlar meetings are during club hours in
Room 431 26th St. building.

•

Applications for the second ~
annualAmericanInstituteFor 0'
Foreign Study College Divi- g
sion Minority Scholarship for ~
the fall 1992 semester are now ~
being accepted. The scholar- ~
ship is being offered in an ef- .fort to help increase the participation of ethnic minority
college students in study
abroad programs. The scholarshi p, which is applicable on
semester AIFS programs in
Austria, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico andSpain,
includes both tuition and room
and board. Applications for
the scholarship 'will be accepted from Mrican-Americans, Hispanic-Americans,
Native-Americans, AsianAmericans and Pacific Islanders. Selection of the scholarship winner will be made based
on the fulfillment of certain
program. requirements, financial need, academic accomplishment, demonstratedleadership ability, extracurricular
activities and a written statement by the applicant concerning the objectives for wanting
to study abroad and why the
scholarship will contribute to
the applicant's personal and
career goals. Application
forms and further information
may be obtrained by writing:
Minority Scholarship Selection Committee, Attn.: 'Anne
Decker, AlFS, ,102 Greenwich
Ave., Greenwich, CT 06830 or
by calling (800)727-2437 e
6106.

Department ·of Speech

Two Evening Events Sponsered
byCQMS

(Dr. T. Heris)
- Thursdays: December 5th and 12th, 1991

"Women and their Money" will
be presented by Denise Bolte
and Paul Sheldon on Tuesday, November 5 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Prudential Securities
Office at 250 Park Avenue,
7th floor. For reservation call
916-0429 or 916-0405.

The Baruch College Alumni
Association periodically allocates funds to further the accomplishments of student orthe library's exhibit "Lifting
ganizations and also to enthe Veil: Women ofthe Middle
hance the image of Baruch
_East in Their Own Words."
College. 'An organization conUtilizing photographs and
sidering a project relating to
exccerpts from poetry, short
an academic subject. that
stories and novels from the
would meet the above stated
library's collection, the exhibit
criteria and would benefit
illuminates the lives ofwomen
from the Baruch College
from Morrocco to Iran. SevAlumni Association Office
eral ofthe authors highlighted,
(Room 907, 135 East 22nd
in the display, such as EgypStreet).
tian born Nawal el-Saadawi,
In order to be eligible for fundhave endured censorship and
ing consideration, the followimprisonment on account of
ing application deadlines have
their writings. A bibliography
been established:
ofpertinent works is available
-November 8, 1991 for pronear the exhibit on the 7th
grams scheduled to take place
floor of the library.
prior to
In addition, the library is hightake place prior to the end of
lighting selected materials
February, 1992.
from its Hispanic Studies col-February 4, 1992 for prolection with a display on tile
grams scheduled to take place
first floor of the 25th Street
the balance
building at the entrance to the
of the spring semester.
library elevators. Book jack-

computer & Quantitative Methods Society
Series 0:

Presentation

rJ)

Everyone welcome:cast&crew!
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the majority ofthe Health Care tor of Personnel and Labor dergraduate student, says,
students welcomed the oppor- Relations, says that the ad- "Why not? I can graduate ear-

~

Trimesters
-

~
.2

Continued From Front Page

~

bringmore revenuefor Baruch.
.; One ofthe criteria used by the
City University ofNew York to
allocate resources to its colN legesis the student FTE counts.
~ More student FTE counts
.9 means more money for the
College.
...The idea of starting a trimester schedule at Baruch College
came to Berenson after he had
successfully reconstructed the
BaruchIMount Sinai MBA Program in Health Care Administration last semester. The 54credit program is offered on a
trimester basis, and part-time
students take six credits per
trimester for three years to
complete the program instead
of four years. During the
program's development state,

m

-

yo-

8

tunity to accelerate their education toward the MBA degree
while maintaining the opportunity to work on a full-time
basis.
Opinions on the trimester system vary widely in the Baruch
community. "I'm vehemently
opposed to the trimester idea,"
says Thomas McCarthy, registrar. McCarthy believes that
the whole registration process
will be disruptedif'a trimester
schedule is implemented.
"Currently, registration begins
four_ weeks before the beginning of the semester. There
will be no time, no space, no
staff [for registration in a trimester schedule]," McCarthy
explains. He adds that the
whole reporting process to the
CUNY will be disrupted.
Ronny Widener, Deputy Direc-

ministrative offices will suffer
the most in the change of system. "There will be more paper work and everything WIll
be sped up and there wi1115e
larger room for error~" she explains. Also, Widener questions whether the trimester
system will be as successful for
a large institution like Baruch
as it has been for the small
Heal th
Care
Program.
Widener's view is not altogethernegative, however. "If'a
trimester schedule will speed
up the education of the students, attention should be
given to more academic concerns," she adds.
While some students like the
current system and see no need
to change it, others are enthusiastic about the trimesteridea.
Patricia Glave, a part-time un-

lier_" However, some students
have mixed feelings. Jemal
Westbrook, an upper junior
majoring in finance, says, "I'll
have more selection ofcourses.
But the money will be a problem for a lot of people." Another upper junior, Peter
Gonedes, comments, "It depends on the time period. If
there are no classes in summer, Ilike the trimesteridea. I
can get out of school faster."
Gonedes explains, "Summer is
too hot for classes!"
Since the founding of Baruch
College in 1968, the College
has operated under a semester
schedule. The proposal has
yet to be distributed to the appropriatecommittees. Itis due
to be discussed by the facul ty,
student bodies, and college
administration this fall.

vost, himself, and the
president's executive assistant,
Burt Hansen, to discuss the
issue. Johnson stated that one
of the problems was that tutoring was paid out of the
Baruch College Endowment
Fund from which spendinghas
now beeen restricted. He said
that approximately $20,000
has been cut from the tutorial
budget.
Simon Herelle, vice president
of the DSSG ~ stated that the
government supports Spergels
stand on the issue. He agrees
that as a matter ofpolicy, snpport services should be funded
by the school and not with student activity money. "Everyone is constrained by their
budget," he said. "Our budget
has been cut by 33 percent this
year."
Spergel initiated tutorial services after he assessed a need
by evening students for tutoring which saw accessible to
them. Spergel coordinated the
program since 1986 and last
year asked Wilson Shum, then
president of the DSSG, for assistance, because day students
were also using the program
being paid for by the Office of

Rafael Alvarez, vice chair for Fiscal Affairs
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Mark Spargel, director of Evening and Graduate Student Services

Evening and Graduate Services. Spergel stated that
Shum did not respond) but
Lavonda Davis) the current
president of the DSSG was
supportive of the program.
Davis could not be reached for
comment.
The extent of the services
which have now been suspended, included approxi-

mately 30 substantive courses
such as; tutoring in Accounting, Operations Management,
StatisticsandLaw. Thetutors
hired were mostly grad students who were screened by
the Academic Skills Office.
Spergel said that last year
2,100 appointments were
scheduled and $1,100 spent on
the program out of his office.
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be here," he said. "He's the
only one who can really speak
for himself."
The other candidate,
Cassandra Kiernan of City
College, could not be reached
for comment by press time.
LaMarre's campaign strategy before the scandal broke
out was to take the proverbial
"high road."
"There's a lot of things rm
focusing on that are positive,"
he said. "I don't want to deal
wi th the negatives. That's why
I'm not attacking anyone."
Later he added, "I think I've
built a very positive momentum."
As evidence of that momentum, LaMarre offered his votes
against both tuition increases
passed fast year, his opposition to the College Preparatory Initiative, a lawsuit he
filed with former vice chair
William Lineman against the
board of trustees for violating
CUNY bylaws by enacting the
first hike in Dec. 1990, and his

connections with state legislators.
While opponents can argue
that none of LaMarre's connections helped to stop the last
tuition increase, they may have
a tougher time answering to
the resolution he pushed
through the board of trustees
on Aug. 1. The resolution states
that the board oftrustees calls
on the city and state of New
York to enact legislation .that
would ultimatelyreturn CUNY
to free tuition. The measure
passed unanimously.
~eAllKnew'

Since the USS chair has yet
to give a public response to the
specific charges of fiscal impropriety, doubts still linger.
A USS meeting held on Sept.
29 failed to yield any new information to the body, although
Senate Parliamentarian David
Pecararo released some receipts to The Ticker from the
administration of Gregorio
Mayers,
who preceded
LaMarre as chair. Thereceipts
show 56 charges to the XYZ car

ave
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6. ItGU1gtDwwithyou.

1. It's easy to use.

r;n

Bring home anApple" Macintosh" computer
today, and use it to complete assignments by
tonight-even if you've never used a computer
before.

~

~

2. You don't han to speak
computerese.

(D

~CJI

~.

=:J
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Instead if CT)1/Jti€ M~OOS commands such as COpyC
..
WORDPROC\DRAFr.lXX A:\ WORK, Macintosh usesJamulaT'
words, suchas CqJy and Print, and pictures, such asfile folders
.jorstoring-yau,.-documenJs.andfA JrQSkumforfiJesyou· wantto .
throu· QU6)'.

0

<
~

3. You don't have to be a computer

science major to set one up.

Just plug everything together) flip the "on"
switch, and you're ready to roll.

~

.~.

4. It's a breeZe to copy info.. "atlon
and paste It into another docwnetd.

<
(D

To copy thischart,
simply use the
mouse to choose
the Copy command

service, which LaMarre has
also used, dating from Oct.
1989 to Feb. 1990. Over $2,000
was spent, $900 of which '"'
named the passenger as
Reginald Holmes, former vice
chairfor legi slative affairs, who
was LaMarre's opponent in last
year's election.
Pecararo has received over
$4,000 from the USS since
January, according to the expenditures list.
"We all knew Jean was
spending too much," says a
-former USS delegate from
LaGuardia Community College. He adds that he believes
since the USS did nothing to
curtail the spending, the USS
as a whole is to blame.
Alvarez has claimed that the
reason he took so long to report
the fiscal situation was that
LaMarre had stonewalled his
efforts to obtain the records.
Requests to the Research Foundation for USS records were
responded to with information
about the CUNY'A.thleti~Conference, according to Alvarez.

To place the chart
in another document.
just choose the
Paste command

o
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7. It's gnNlt for college and beyond•

..Txjihg y6iJtwor,kfaster, better, andmore·
creatively is also a plus
.
in theworking
world--and
that's.precisely
why Madntosh
computers are
used in 74 percent
ofFortune 1000
. *
comparues.
.
To connect a printer, a modem, an external

hard disk, or just about any otherperipheral
to a Macintosh, simply plug it in. That's all
there is to it.

==_.- 'j-1

9. It lets you work with

-_.~-

~

others.
5. All Macintosh programs
same way.

won in the

Learn to use one Macintosh program, and
you've learned the basics ofusing them all

For example, the commands you use, such
as Open, Close, Copy, Paste, Save, Cut, Print, .
and Undo, are found inthesame placeevery time.

10. It's SO easy to network.

Just connect the LocalTalkQll cable from

one Macintosh to another Macintosh.
This week you're majoring in philosophy)
It takes just a few minutes, andyou don't
next week it's nudear physics. After all) no one
have to buy any additional hardware
knows exactly what the future will bring. That's
or software.
why millions ofstudents have found that investing in aMacintoshisasmart move. Because
1~. You can connect to your
school'. maI.d..une or
Macintosh can immediately help you do whatlllinicornput_.
ever you do-better: And if, come tOinOITOVl, you
find that you want to do something different, no W"Ith Macintosh)
you cansend in
problem. It's easy to upgrade your Madntosh
assignments)
to help you rise to the challenge.
gain access to

8. It's got connections.

,

Politics Cloud Senate Actions
Continued From Front Page
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Student Leaders Pull Funds
From Tutorial Services
By Hilary Coulton
Tutorial services for evening
students have been temporarily suspended because of a
stand-offbetween the Office of
Evening and Graduate Services, the Day Session Student
Government and the Office of
the Dean of Students on who
will pay for the services.
In previous semesters the
services were paid for by the
Office of Evening and Graduate Services from money allocated out of student activity
fees:
Mark Spergel, director of
Evening and Graduate Services, stated that the decision
to withhold funding was made
at the very beginning of the
semester when he failed to secure funding from the College.
Spergel stated that he consid.ered tutorial services as academic support and as such
should be paid for by the college. "It was an inappropriate
use of student funds," he said.
Sam Johnson, vice president
for Student Development, said
he told his stafflast year that it
was "inappropriate" for his office to pay for tutoring, but has
set up a meeting with the pro-
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Every Macintosh is equipped with an
Apple Superljrive;' a unique floppy disk drive
that can use notonly Macintosh disks, but also
MS-OOS and OS;2 disks created on ffiM and
IBM-compatible computers. With SoftPC from
Insignia Solutions, you can even fun M5-00S
applications on your Madntosh..

software you
reedfbra class,
n(l" receive
lecture notes,
class schedules,
and other
informationright from your
own room.

Oormrtory

12. It's more
affordable than ever:
Madntosh prices have never been loweres pecially with the student
pricing available
from your
authorized Apple
campus reseller;
You may even
qualify for
financing, which
makes Macintosh
even more
affordable.
Ihese reasons all add up to the
power ofMadntosh. The power •
to be your best"

~
e

°1liN..d on a \UM.'Y lllfll!Ul1l'd byCUlTlputl"f Inl~l.'III Fehruary 1991

For more information contact

Adwell Audiovisual
Ask for the CollegeDesk • 516/485-7107
() 1991 Apple Computer, Inc.Apple. the Apple logo, I.oc3ITalk, Macintosh, and "The powt..-s: to beyou~ best"arc n.-gistcred trademarks ~ Apple Computer,Inc..
'.
SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM and 0Sf2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporauon. MS-DOS IS a regisrercd It'adernark of Microsoft ~.
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"
hasn't done anything to try to
m
solve it by just excluding students
who need that
vices and facilities, other than remediation."
the on-going construction of
Juniors' and seniors transsite "A/' was the point of John ferringTnto Baruch arereMcGarraghy, provost and vice quired by University standards
president. arrhemostimmedi- to have passed the basic skills
ate way in- which we see the exams. "The college decided to
budget cut isin the size of the enforcethat University reguclasses."
He continued. Iation iso that any student
"They're much too large and transferring with 61 credits or
not ideal by anyone's stan- more, that would be ajunioror
dards. We have classes in the seniors, would not need
school ofbusiness of40 and 80 remediation," McCarthy said.
students, where you once had
Transfer enrollment is 938,
30-35." McGarraghyconcluded up 7 percent from last year,
by sayjngthat the number was according to McCarthy .who
too high to foster personaliZed' pointed out one of the most
interaction between professor in:f1uentialfactorsforthesurge.
and student.
"A number of things can exFisher said there were sev- plain the increase, not the lateral factors contributing to the est ofwhichis the currentstate
decrease in enrollments that of the economy. While many
started in 1984. He went on to people here feel that the tuidentify one he considered ition increase has been a huge
Jim IlJrphy,director of financial Aid ;
major. "The main reason for increase, which on a percentthe decrease was during this age basis I don't deny it has
period we were increasing ad- been, when you look at the bot- financial aid office, spoke can- showed that for the fall 3,088
missions criteria." Fisher tom figure it's still the cheap- didly about the loss ofresources students requested deferelaborated on Baruch's requi- est tuition ofalmost any instiwhich would-affect students of m e n t s . .
sites, but first clarified what tution," he said.
"The effect that the budget
varying incomes. The Liberty
he felt was an erroneous and
A ranking in U.S. News and Scholarships which were to cut has had which students
widely held belief. "Contrary World Report of the highest provide money for low income have not yet seen but they will
to popular misconception, tuition colleges bares this out.
students were eliminated. be seeing shortly is the fact
Baruch does not have open The universitynearestBaruch,
"That program was supposed that the amount that the coladmissions; Baruch is selec- NYU, charges $23,394 a year,
to be initiated this year and I lege has to spend on each stutive," he asserted. "For fresh- putting it in 10th place. Condon't think we're ever going to dent is going to be greatly remen right now the require- sequently 60 percent of all unsee it," said Murphy, grim as duced," Murphy added. Last
mentsareeitherthattheyhave dergraduate and 70 Percent of he discussed the effects of the year the college spent an estian 83 high school average, or freshmen receive financial aid.
dramatic _cuts in the Tuition mated $5,800 per student and
be in the 72nd percentile in
"You have students who are
Assistance Program awards. a significant reduction is exclass rank, or-have SATs of990 transferring from institutions "A student who has aN .Y. State pected.
combined," he said.
where the. tuition has increased
.Murphy accounts for the cuts
taxable income of $8,600 is
Remedial Problem
7 or 15 percent a year over the
paying about $60 a semester, in his staff, down five from last
.All administrators denied last 10 years and are saying, 'I while a student who's family year, for being behind on the
t~shmencap existed for don't have the money to afford adjusted income is about processing ofawards. "We had
the purpose of reducing the that,"' said McCarthy, whoalso
$25,000 is paying $325 more a 42 percent increase in the
need for remedial programs, provided a breakdown oftransnumber of people applying for
per semester•.
. know1e'dges fer students. Of938
.
'J
.
gu
aranteed student loans and
al though Pis h er ac
transfers,
Many administrators agreed
thatitisaproblem. "In a time, 275 are transferring from
that the most troublesome as- r~onlyuptotheletter JeG,"he
of budget cuts it is very much . CUNY· community.~ol~es. pect of"the-'hikewas"that-stn-.-,-,said. :
, _. .
strairiing Baruch's resources 'with degrees, 161 are transfer- . dents working summer jobs
Matthew Goldstein, pre:>~-' ...
to have more and more stu- ring with-rio degree, 111 are
didn't know how much they ~t Uof ~aru~h ~olllegel' sal ,
d ents needi ng reme di al wor,
k
~. ng fr om CUNY se.
.ine mversity
transterri
should save for the Increase.
h 1 B is elear
h ydanxall
arti
l
I
E
1h
a
Sec
.
11
d368
tr
ha
didn'
·1
A
t
lOUS
to
e
p
arne
an
P
cu ar Y ng IS as
- ruor eo egesan
are anst t
t occur unti ugus
hi
id dI till beli
ond Language." But he added, ferring from colleges outside
1st. Those who were unpre- t ngs conSl. ere s
l~ve
~e don't have caps for the the system.
pared asked for deferments. that there IS an opportumty
purpose of reducing the num- Financial Aid Short OfHelp
Daniel L. Creange, controller, ~or Baru~h to get the help that
bers offreshrnen. The college
Jim Murphy, director of the
provided the figures that It needs.
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Stanley H. Kaplan, the world's leading LSAT test preparation
company, cordially invites you to ~tt:~d a syrnposiurn on
"What Is Being A Lawyer Really Llke~
At this symposium, several young attorneys will provide
personal perspectives on the subject, and answc:r you~
questions on the "ins and outs" of a law career, including.
• Choosing The Right Law School • Corporate Practice
• Mastering The First Year
• In-House Practice
Of Law School
• Public Service Careers

~.:-:~esday·OC.
.
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• Park.,.Central•.Hotel
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RSVP:

212-977-8200

~STANLEY H.

KAPLAN

LEDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

DAY SESSION STUDENT. GOVE
I suppose many of you are wondering ho\r with VP Johnson, the ProVOS4 and the Director
D.S.S.G. has been operating since the beginning ofAcademic Affairs to decide what will be done
.' ..
ofthissclloo1year.LavondaMDavis .preside~ .- about funding. .
ofD.S.S.G. has met with Baruch College Presi'.
dent, Matthew Goldstein to discuss some issues
that affect Baruch day students. Some of the New ID System
issues discussed were:
-Increasing library hours,
At least during fmal examinations.

-Possibility of increasing club
party hours.

----

The Ticker
137 East 22 Street Box 442
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New York, NY 10010
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Right CareerFor You?

-Funding for tutorial services

We Need Writers,
Photographers, and Artists.
Contact The Ticker and Learn
Journalistic Skills
First-hand.
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-Additional child-care support.

Many students are very concerned about the new
ID system and asking "Where is the funding for
this new ill, system coming from?" The Campus Planning Committee's Director Marilyn
- Mikulsky states that funding will come from
money's allocat~ toward the New Campus.
This is a "future investment". More details will
be forthcoming.

-Possibility of a book exchange

program.

]lUoriaI Services

International Student
Unemj)IQDI1ent

On Wednesday, September 25, 1991 during a
meeting with Vice President Johnson, the discussion for funding tutorial services was raised
There is a meeting scheduledfor early nextweek

International Studentsare experiencingdifficulties with the Student Employment Program.
Administration has set a new policy whereby
citizens and residents will receive employment

---------'----,

i--D.s~SW67haSthteecouncil(3) positions :
lavailatile.. If anyone isinterested injoining :
I please do not hesitate to visit our office :
ilocated in the Student Center, 137 East. 22nd:
Street, Room. 409 or call us at (212) 387~118~
L

------------

---~---------------
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prior to international students. ·The administra-

tion has been working on readjusting the budget
. for' the.' convenience ofthe OIriterrianonaIStudents. These students areexpectedto work again
by mid-October.

United Student Senate,

Chairperson:
Many students are aware of the news regardingthe V.S.S Chairperson, Jean LaMarre.
According to the press the Chairperson has
spent nearly $400,000 of al) CUNY student
fees unnecessarily. On Wednesday, September 26,1991 the Board of Directors decided to
have the fiscal affairs Committee do further
investigation. We are expected to hear from
them within thirty days.

Date ·Rape Forum
D.S.S.G. is co-sponsering a Forum on ;
Date and Acquaintance Rape on College
Campuses. It will be held on Thursday,
October 3rd. at 6:30 PM in the Faculty
Lounge (Room. 522, 24th Street Bldg.)

If there are any concerns affecting Baruch

students that you would like to discuss please,
do not hesitate to voice your opinion and leave'
it in the suggestion boxes, which is located in
the lobbies of all the buildings.
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~LaMarre's USS Enterprise
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N
The University Student Senate is at it again. For those
Q; unfamiliarwith the USS, it's supposed to be an organization that
represents all the students of the City University of New York.
If all CUNY students rode around in limousines and ran up
o $24,000 room service fees, then the USS would represent us.
Otherwise, we don't think so.
Jean C. LaMarre, chairman of the USS, is having another
problem with his old enemy, perception. As LaMarre said when
he ran for USS chair last year, perception is not what exists, but
what we choose to believe exists. We perceive that you blew it.
In LaMarre'sfavor,it is' difficult to run an organization when
your colleagues.are also your political opponents. The USS has
never been a homogeneous body, in terms of ideology, but
LaMarre's opposition seems to make it difficult for .him to get
anythingaccomplished. We have notforgotten LaMarre's call to
unity delivered to the students at the USS Legislative Conference in February.
Nor have we lost sight ofthe positive things that LaMarre has
done. He has encouraged the vice chancellors of CUNY to take
a salary cat, he has opposed the College Preparatory Initiative
(which, in practice, will serve to exclude "minorities" from
CUNY), he has voted against both tuition increases (despite
rumors to the contrary), and he talked the board oftrustees into
officially endorsing a return to free tuition.
But...
It is difficult to understand why LaMarre could not operate the
USS within the confines of a $345,000 budget. Many students
are rightfully asking for their $.85 back. Now, with only $16,000
left in the USS account, we wonder how LaMarre is going to get .
around town. While an argument can be made that LaMarre is
not the first to use the XYZ limousine se.{Vice, this does not
justify the expense. All it shows is that LaMarre is the latest in
.0

-B

a line of student leaders who "seen their opportunities and took
'em,"
At the. same time, some of the expenses that have been so
Widely criticized have neither been explained nor understood.
The $7,700 for walkie-talkies that were SUPPOSedly used during
a rally at Baruch College were totally misrepresented in the
press. The rally did not take place at Baruch, although it was
organized by Baruch's student government, and the only ~n
the cost came out so high was that the USS held on to the umts
for a week after the protest.
..
LaMarre may have hired his sister and his best friend for a
combined salary of$51,OOO, but the rest ofth,eUSS consented to
the hirings. It seems odd that so many are choosing to complain
about it now.
As for the infamous trip to Africa- it was not a frivolous
expense. It may not have been a wise decision, but the students
who went on that trip are beginning to organize an international
network of students. It's a noble endeavor, but if LaMarre
expects us to accept this as a legitimate rationale for the trip,
we'd better start seeing some results soon.
The scary thing is, someone pointed out, that LaMarre may be
right when he calls his administration one of the most fiscally
honest in recent USS history. But fiscal honesty does not equal
fiscal responsibility. On that count, LaMarre's administration
is sadly lacking.
The thing for us to do as CUNY students at this point is to
scrutinize the USS, but not to lose sight of the greater purpose,
which is to protect student rights. CUNY administration loves
to watch us fall allover ourselves as we race to condemn LaMarre
when it's they who need to "get their butts kicked." Their efforts.
to curtail -spending come way too late.
'
We call on the students of CUNY to abandon petty political
battles and get down to the real business of leadership.
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I would like to extend a welcome to all new and old delegates and alternates. I hope

that working together as a team will be able to make a difference.

The financial situation of our organization (USS) is going from bad to worst. As I
predicted in January. the way we were expending money, no money will be left in the budget
oy the summer.

By the month of June, out of the $345,000.00 budget approved by the

senate, only $]71.58 were left in our account. Thanks to $79,000.00 surplus from previous
USS administration, we were able to keep USS running, otherwise we would had to closed

the office. SInce June a total of $62,458.88 were spent, leaving us with a remaining balance
of $1 <,,912.70 for the rest of the year. From January to September a total of $407,458.88 has

heen spent.

..

!

If yOll have any question inreference to our budget" please do not hesitate to call me

~
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Racist "Style" is Still Racist

One Step Forward

Salutations to Our New President
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To the Editor:
N
It was without surprise, and withsome regret, that I found the By Delandro C. Wilson
college. But there is morsalien- some dealing specifically with ~
I take this opportunity to arion as a result of this diver- student matters.
thoughts of Professor Donald Smith in defense of Leonard
~
welcome President Matthew sity than there is cultural
Jeffries published in the first issue of this year's Ticker.
It was recommended that a -.
It is unfortunate that Professor Smith does not see fit to Goldstein to the helm of the growth. Former PresidentJoel permanent committee of this
condemn Leonard Jeffries' reference to Diane Ravitch as the . flagship ofCUNY, Baruch Col- Segall had reason to establish type be established. They
"Texas Jew." And it is unfortunate that Prof. Smith does not see lege. Professor Goldstein is no a Committee on InterGroup would "constantly monitor hirthat Leonard Jeffries' remarks, no matter what the context, are . stranger to Baruch, being a
Relations in 1989 because of ing practices of' Jhe various
clearlyantisemitic. Instead ofcondemming those remarks, Prof. former student and professor his concern for the racial and schools and the work of the
Srnith defends Leonard Jeffries' comments and remarks as mere here, and, no doubt, his many
Affirmative Action Commit"style, necessary for him to get his message out."
years at CUNYadministration
tee," and act as an oversight
It is unfortunate that Prof, Smith does not see the historical . headquarters hasallowedhim
body for accusations of bias.
context of Leonard Jeffries' antisemitic rhetoric. Hitler began to keep fully abreast of our
Considering the ongoing racial
~ turmoil around us it may be
using anti-semitic rhetoric well in advance of his "final solu- myriad problems. He is, theretion," to stirGerman nationalism and help fuel recoveryfrom the fore, in the unique position to
worthwhile to prepare ourdeclines that followed World War 1. Was Hitler's rhetoric also be able to take <!ommand ofhis
selves for any possibilities and
new charge with the surety of
mere "style," simply intended to "get the message out?"
try to forestall them, rather
many
I t is unfortunate that Prof. Smith does not see, or at least does an "old hand," and steer this
than have to react to an unsanot choose to comment upon, the way ethnically-inflammitory vessel out of these troubled
"
vory event.
remarks directed against Jews led to the ethnically-motivated waters.
It was noted that staffin the
Baruch is a microcosm of
killing of a young Jewish man in Crown Heights. Will Prof.
Student Services area should
Smith publicly, and unequivocally, condemn that killing, or is greater New York in many
be increased to facilitate planways, but none so emphatic as cultural in tolerance seen ning of events incorporating
that too mere "style" intended to "get the message out. "
It is unfortunate that Prof. Smith does not see that racial its relationship to the diverse across the country and at these different cul tures. Presstereotypes and ethnic slurs, no matter how motivated, are city population. The 1989,'00 Baruch. The situation in 1991 ently, staff members barely
neverjustified, and that referring to Diane Ravitch as the "Texas Baruch Institutional Self is no less distressing and rec- have time to sort out schedulStudy notes that there are citi- ommendationsfrom that group ing and other such procedural.
Jew" is no more defensible than calling a black man "Nigger"
It is unfortunate that Prof. Smith does not see that Leonard zensfrom 111 countries atthis bear consideration. These are affairs to spend much ti me creJeffries' hateful semantics sully a worthy cause, that it gives
power and ammunition to those who seek further to oppress
blacks, or to obscure their important contributions to history and
'NO, SENATOR, I DON'T RECALL TH~T... NO, I DON'T
culture.
REMEMBER THA~ EITHER•.. I'VE FORGOTTEN TH~i: TOO...
And it is unfortunate, Prof. Smith, that you do not seem to see
that racism is promoted even by your "defense" of Leonard
UH, WHAT AM I BEING CONFIRMED FOR, AGAIN l'
Jeffries. Because even that "defense" cannot be justifiedas mere
"style," intended to "get the message out."

"Baruch is a
microcosm of
greater New
York in
ways...

Seth E. Lipner
Professor of Law

Don't Defend the Indefensible
·To the· Editor:
Professor Donald Smith's apology for Dr. Jeffries is an attempt
to defend the indefensible. Is Dr. Jeffries a bigot? To anyone who
may have been confused by the interview (Ticker, Sept. 4), I offer
this simple three-step test.
STEP 1: Take Jeffries' reference to Professor Bernard Sohmer
as "the head Jew at City College."
-BTEP2: .Substitute.theepithets "nigger" and "dago" for the
epithet "Jew~" and construct similar phrases. For example, you
may refer to Dr. Jeffries as "the head nigger in the Black Studies
Department," or to Dr. Mario Perrone as "the head dago in the
Romance Languages Department."
STEP 3: Pause and carefully consider your emotional reaction
to the phrases you've constructed.
RESULT: Ifyour phrases make you uncomfortable, ashamed,
and a little sick, you must conclude that Jeffiies, who uses such
phrases with perfect ease, is a bigot. If, on the other hand, you
see no harm in using such language, you can rest assured that
you -yourself are one.
Bigotry is indefensible, whether expressed in the inflammatory remarks of Jeffries, or couched in the more measured
language of his apologists.
Minoo Southgate
English Depar-tment

Once there was a clever cat
Who wore a red-and- white-striped hat
He came from the mind that formed the Grinch
And other friends. It was a cinch
For a man with a pen and a mind that was loose.
.' We all mourn the death of Dr. Seuss.. "'
But what was his best work? And don't you blink,
Because The Ticker wants to print what you think.
"What Dr. Seuss story touched you the most?

Write in and let us know why.
The Ticker
137 East 22 SL Box 442
New Yolk, NY 10010

.The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and
do not necessarily represent the~ opinions of. The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker
accepts pieces on 3.5 inch diskette or ~ritten and signed opinion pieces of not
more than 750 words. Publication of OP-Eds is contingent upon an editorial board
vote. Letters must be no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld
upon request. Address ~I pieces to the Op-Ed Editor. Disks will be returned.

at (212) 281-R)RJ. Suggestions are welcome.
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Know Thy EnelTIY

::t:.

.2 .

various steps towards his self:..
"The guilty shall be recog- . centered New World Order.
nized by their marks" said the But he is not showing you the
Universal One. Here~afew increasing povertythatis keeping your people in a shameful
~ words ofwisdom that ededistate. He never bothers to
~. cated to a suffering . if ople.
g With all the naturall.
e urces mention about the rising s0that are inherent in
r soil, cial tension amongThirdWorld
from precious miner s to lush countries that is the result of
vegetation ofall sorts, youcould his oppressive activities. He
live as a wealthy and indepen- simply does not care aboutyou,
dent majority on the globe. as is dearly evidentby the powWho, then, is the one prevent- erless condition that he keeps
.
ing you from living prosper- you In..
Your
enemy
is
necessarily
a
ously on your land, as you did
in the beginning of history? "he", for although he has a feWho is stealing the riches that maleoounterpart, he has manyou were born amongst? In aged 1;() bring her down to the
order to .survive this critical
era, it is important that you
know who your enemy is.
Your enemy is he who is
engaged in a constant fight
with humanity, a war that began from hisinitial contact with
the civilized world. Your ancestors abound in accounts of
his massive destruction by
what is known as barbarian
invasions. Today, nothing has position of a sex slave or a
changed. He is still raiding housemaid. You will never see
your property. Only this time her ruling his world with true
he uses organized political and authority. He has implanted
military force. From Panama his male chauvinism in you, so
to the· Persian Gulf, his de- that you too are now degrading
struction is bringing his vic- your women by making them
inferior.
tims to utter ruins.
In reality, the one who is
The only concern that your
. enemy has is himself: He has killingyou is inherently a poor
no regard for you. You can individual; a materially, menobserve his international eye, tally, and spiritually poor indithe media, focussing on his ~ vidual. Prior to his imperialislegiance with his Soviet tica~konthe civilized world,
brother, the unification of his he was living in the Dark Ages,
continent into a common while you were living in the
economy (EuroCom), and his light ofprosperity. The lack of
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By Newton Brunache
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''YOur enemy is
he who is engaged in a constant fight with
humanity. "
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ramp, is actually made easier.
This is deplorable. We have a
An alarm type exit-only gate
great opportunity to provide
at the present location would
the foundation for racial and
then provide the necessary se-:- .
cultural tolerance for thoucurity.
.
sands of college students and
I think that it is vitally imit should be grasped. Thejoyof portant that better considerbeing among so many cultures
ation be shown to\ internais to learn the different nutional students. They are basiances, religions and ways of cally recruited from their nalife, as they will be very crucial
tive lands, and ifthe college is
later in business and social engoing to treat them markedly
vironments. To this end, imdifferent from USA citizens
mediate action shouldbe taken
with regards to on-campus
to employ someone .who has
employment and other key isprogram creation asa priority,
sues, which can make their
or who can take the load from
lives miserable, they should
those whose creativity is being terminate their recruitmenr
stifled.
efforts. International students
In the interim it would be
should be able to work on-camuseful to have a program of pus as readily as citizens, and
debate and revelation, where
any attempt to deny them.this
Jews, Mrican-American, Musopportunity to work is highly
lims, Italians and all others
offensive. As invited guests
can sit and discuss the myths
they are not aski ng to be
and misconception they have treated specially (no affinnaabout each other. We all have
tive action here!!), just propreasons to hate, but it is far
erly; they may be strangers to
more interesting to find some
this country but certainly no
valid reasons not to hate.
- foreigners to academic excelRecommendations were also
lence. That, I suspect, is what
made concerning the Students
a college is about.
Center. Students should be
I am confident that Dr.
allowed later access to the CenGoldstein will accept the chalterin order to study, and in my
lenges before him and review
view, it should also be accesthe many recommendations,
sible on Saturday for the use of some repeatedhere, in the varistudent government and other
ous reports available to him.
club officers. Additionally, it
He will have the honor to cut
seems unnecessary to have a
the ribbon to open Baruch's
security guard posted at the
new, sprawling campus in the
rear of the Students Center. If near future, and I am sure he
a ramp is built at the side enwill want ("the future of this
trance of the 23rd St. building institution, its students and
this post becomes superfluous, . faculty to be as glamorous and
and access for physically- diswonderful as the edifice itself.
abled persons, who use the
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ating interesting pr0gr8ms~

resources on his land causes
him to steal yours. He does not
have to worry about prosecution because his actions are
protected by international
laws. In order to make his
world function, he uses your'
scientific knowledge and calls
it his own. (You may recall
that while you were usingyour
advanced geometrytobuild the
magnificent monuments such
as the pyramids, he was still
living in hillside caves.) As for
his spirituality, the orily god
that he knows is the one that
brings him power through
world oppression.
A particular characteristic
of your enemy is that he feels
insecure when you see him for
. who he really is. As deceit is
his personality trait, he cannot engage in his evil nature
when he is exposed. So he is
always ready to call you antisocial for recognizing his true
self. His argument is that yea
are destabilizing the so-called
"peace" that the world is supposedly in.
You cannot defeat you enemy ifyou don't recognize him.
You are presently blindfolded
while he is hitting you from all
angles. The knowledge ofyour
opponent will make you understand the factors that are
involved in your worldwide
wrecked condition. Be careful
in every step you make in you.
recovery because your enemy
is watching you closely; for he
knows that the end of his oppression has come. :
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The Harm in
Jeffries' 'I'hinkmg
.

Michael Wyschogrod, chairman of the
philosophy department, met recently
with Ticker staff writer Jonathan
Loring to discuss controversial City
College ProfessorLeonardJeffries, who
has been accused of anti-Semitism
because ofa. speech he delivered on July
20. Earlier this semester, The Ticker
ran an interview with DonaldH. Smith,
chairman of Baruch's Education
Department, entitled, "In Defense of
Leonard Jeffries. "
The views expressed here, as in the
earlier "interview, do not necessarily
reflect the views ofThe Ticker.
Jonathan Loring.: Why did you feel the
need to respond to what Dr. Smith said
in the first issue of The Ticker , and
would you have done an interview
concerning current Black-Jewish
relations if Dr. Smith hadn't done one
in the first place?
Michael Wyschogrod.: I think that the
interview of Professor Smith, who I
respect, is a very unfortunate one. It's
one that makes me unhappy. Because
ProfessorSmith, as I read thein1:erview,
finds really nothing wrong with what
Professor LeOnaruJ'eHnes-said
in- . 'his
.
Albany speech. Even there he says
that Professor Jeffries' choice of words
would not be his. I do not see any
disagreement in substance with
anything Professor Jeffries said and I
think is a horrible state of affairs.
J.L.: Why should Dr. Smith find
anything wrong with what Dr. Jeffries
S81-d?•
M. W.: Because Dr. Jeffries' lecture,
which I have studied carefully, is an
irresponsible, unscholarly, and antiSemitic speech. Ithas beencategorized
as such by a broad spectrum of opinion
in this city and state. It should be seen
as such by any right-thinking person.
J.L.: Isn't the mention of a tenn like
"right-thinking"
a
dangerous
statement? Justlike the term "political
correctness," "right thinking" can give
visions. of a few people controlling
masses, what they should think, In this
case, what do you think is "right
thinking?"
M. W.: :Well, what I'm saying is that it
is true, Professor Jeffries' views are
confused and anti-Semitic.
J.L.: Can you give some examples?
M. W.: He refers to a colleague, Dr.
Bernard Somner, as the "Head Jew."
J.L.: What does this imply?
M. W. : This implies an attitude of
disrespect.. 'What is more important is
that behind the Jeffries speech is a
conspiratorial theory. A theory that
Jews conspired to denigrate blacks in
this country and that ~onspiratorial
theory is certainly not true. Blacks
have been denigrated in this country
by whites and this is a serious problem
that our society is trying to cope with.
But to say that this was largely or.
essentially or primarily a Jewish
conspiracy is simply false.
J.L.: An al'gument that can be made
about what Dr. Jeffries said, and what
Dr. Smith concurs wi th, is that there

were some Jewish people who ran slave
boats and that there were some Jewish
writers in Hollywood who made a
mockery out of blacks in the movies.
Therefore it could be said that Dr.
Jefferies had no intention of .saying
that all Jews have treated blacks wrong.
A converse statement of this is, there
were blacks who killedYankel
Rosenbaum in Crown Heights. But no
one is going to say that all the blacks in
Crown Heights had anything to do with
that murder. But some blacks did do
that. Therefore, shouldn't Dr. Jeffries'
comments be taken by people that Dr.
Jefferies didn't mean his statements as
a generalization, that it only meant a
handful of people in this group?
M. w:.: Well, Dr.Jeffries speaks of "rich
Jews" being responsible for the slave
trade, but Jews played a very small
part in the slave trade.
When he speaks about the "rich
Jews," the adjective "rich" very quickly
falls away and what remains is the
"Jews." Whydoesn't ProfessorJeffries
speak about the «nch" of all sorts. of
religions who played a role in the slave
trade? Why just the "rich JewsT' Ifit's
~

question oftne-cnch",-tnen Teesfocus

on the "rich." Butinstead, there's almost
no focus on the "rich." But there is a
very deep focus on. the "Jews."
We must read Professor Jeffries'
lecture in the light of the centuries-old
conspiracy theory. That the Jews
controlled the media, that the Jews
controlled the world, that the Jews
controlled the finances of the world-sthis is the old view found in the
defamatory text known as, "The

"There is racism
among all whites, but
there is less among
Jews than among
others"
Protocols of the Elders of Zion." Which
. attributed to the Jews control of
everything that is evil in the world. I'm
afraid that ProfessorJeffries has simply
fallen into this form of what I can only
categorize as psychosis or mental illness
that keeps croppingup,"again and again,
that sees. the Jews as the evil
manipulators behind most if not all of
the evil things that. are happening in
the world. The fact there were- some
Jews that were involved in the slave
trade, is not at all surprising. Many
people engaged in, the slave trade.
Slaveryis a deplorable, and a despicable
institution that is very old. And a great
deal of slavery, was not even racial.
Human beings enslaved each other
within the same race. Whites enslaved
whites. Blacks enslaved blacks.
Sometimes slavery was acr~s rac;ial
lines. But, human consciousness
evolved, and at a point, humanity saw

;

Michael Wyschogrocl, chairman of thePhilosopby Department

that slavery was immoral and broke word to Jewish-New Yorkers. He said,
with it.
i.,
.
and I quote, ·th~t communityis a light
On the other hand -:
zreat aunto-the-nation.- He\vaS'fefeiTing to

as

phii~p~~~;;~he~ugbt·--·ilie~JeMsli·vote--~at··lii-unae~toOd
slavery was a natural and Perfectly
acceptable state of affairs. We cannot
agree with that, but at the same time,
we don't consider the Greeks as the evil
genius' behind everything evil that has
happened in the world.
So the problem with Professor
Jefferies is a conjection of evil among
the Jews ~conjectionall good unto
Africans. Everything that is African Is
good. Everything that is non-African is
evil and derivative. And this is simply
unscholarly and harmful to peaceful
coexistence among different peoples in
this country. This is not multiculturalism. It is the flip-side of white
racism.
I'd like to add, if I may, one other
point here, that makes this whole
situation particularly tragic. No
American-whites are free of racism.
J.L.: Doesn't racism exist within
American minorities as well?
M. W.: Racism is a widespread
phenomenon in our societyand we must
fight against it. But, Jews, are less
racist than others.
J.L.: How can you prove that?
M. W.: Let me give you some examples
of that proof. In the 1988 New York
City mayoral contest, Jews voted for
David Dinkinsat twice the rate ofwhiteCatholics. It is widely conceded that
.the JeWish vote for Dinkins, which of
course was not a majority ofJews, was
still aboutone-thirdofthe Jewish voters
in New York. The Jewish vote, gave'
David Dinkins his narrow margin of
victory.
So it is a fact that Jews voted for
Dinkins at a considerably higher rate
than other whites in this city. This is
not surprising when you recognize that
fordecades JewshavevotedDemocrate
at a far higher rate than other white
groups in this country. On the evening
ofhis election, Dinkins offered a special

gave him his victory.
In the New Republic some years ago,
we read the following, "Jews live like
WASPs," the saying goes, "and vote
like Puerto Ricans. A nice surprise of
the election." This is refering to the
Reagan-Mondale election. "A nice
surprise of the election was that this
remains ~e." Walter Mo~dale got
over two-thirds of the JeWIsh votes.
That's more than any other identifiable
group, except for blacks and the
unemployed.
In other words, the Jewish voting
patterns, remain loyal to the
Democratic party and are significantly
more liberal than anyother whitegroup
in the United States. TheJewish voting
patterns do not shift significantly as
they go up on the income ladder. There
is a slight shift towards Republicanism
as you go up the income ladder among
Jews, but not a significant one. In
short, the American Jewishcommunity
is a extraordinarily liberal community
and it is generally known that Jewish
areas of our large cities, blacks have a
much better chance of finding housing
than in any other area.. Jews do not
engage in violence against blacks to
any significant extent. Or in any case,
far less than any other group.
Now, in view of this, for Professor
Jeffries to pick on Jews as his enemy, is
profoundly self-defeating and
disheartening.
Please don't
misunderstand
I'm not saying that
Jews are perfect. I'm not saying that
there's no racism among-Jews. Thereis
racism among all whites, but there:is
less among Jews than among others.
That's why Jew~ can't understand why
Jeffries and people like Jeffries go after
the Jews- why Farrakhan goes after
the Jews, when Jews are not the enemy.
Jews have been the allies of African-

me.

Continued on Page 12
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Amsterdam Synagogue was
to hurt Afro-Americans.
J.L.: At present, CUNY the center of slave trading in
officials and New York State Amsterdam, such slander has
Board of Regents officials are to be met head on and .that's
what I am trying to do. False
Ofcourse, Professor Jeffries' contemplating to what extent
ideas are best dealt with by
is responding to a long history to discipline ProfessorJeffries.
being refuted and not by soofblack suffering, but it is not Different people hope that
called
administrati ve
toanybodysinterestforhim to Jeffries will either be censured
measures.SDIamforacademic
focus on a community that is or lose his chair of Black
freedom
and thatfreedom must
Studies at City College, or lose
also a longsuffering one and a
be extended to people who are
community that is more his tenure etc. Others say he
--profoundly wrong as Professor
friendly to blacks than many shouldn't be disciplined at all.
Jeffries is.
other segments of American What is your opinion?
I do not support
society. So, black leaders M. W.:
deserve to be taken as seriously removing or withdrawing
as any other leaders. It would Professor Jeffries' tenure. I do
beinsultingforArnericanJews not sapport his being removed
to say, "okay, blacks can say as the chairman of the Afroanti-Semitic things because we American studies ~partment
don't take them seriously." We at City Coil~e. /I"think the
do take them seriously and we principles offreedom of speech
expect them to stick to the facts and academic freedom dictate
and to avoid conspiracy that Professor Jeffries be
theories that are unfounded- permi tted to express his views.
conspiracy theories dealing But, it is equally important
with AIDS, conspiracy theories that these views be met head
that deal with all kinds ofevils on and be refuted and when
that whites and Jews think up ProfessorJeffries saysthat the

..
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Continued From Page 11

rf. Americans

for decades.
CD Perhaps we did not do enough.
I don't think anybody did
I- enough. But, the Jewish
.;. commitmenttosoc:ialjusticeis
~ profound. We arejust hurting
"": each other by the kind of
C\J attitude
that Professor
~ Jefferies displays and .which
g Professor Smith finds
acceptable.
J.L.:
Another perceived
problem that exists between
American
Jewish
establishment groups and
blacks in America is this. It
seems to be a constant that
American
Jewish
organizations are constantly
putting down black leadership
in America, and it's irrlevant
whether that person is elected
or is a self-proclaimed leader.
This leads to increased an er

:a

.

~

8

from the black community to
all Jews in general. Whether
it's Dinkins or Sharpton or
Carson or Jackson, it's all
. perceived as bashing a group
because they are black. What
comes outofthisisanincreased
affiliation, on the Part ofsome
blacks; with "want-to-be-black
leadershi p that has been
stygmatizedby societyat large
as being radical. Do you see a
trend of this problem?
M. W:: You have to understand
that the Jewish community is,
like the black community, a
tramuatdaed one. It's a
community that saw one-third
of its People murdered during
World War II. The Jewish
community cannot afford to
ignore anti-Semitism, even
when that anti-Semitism
comes
from
another
tramuatized communit .

"We will notagree
about everything.
But, certainly no
progress can be
made without'
talking to each
otherandparallel
..
,
interviews won t
do the job."
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J.L.: Do you think the media
has done an adequate job
during the entire Jeffries
affair? People have brought
up the argument that if the
media had just mentioned a
few lines about the speech, such
as, "Professor Jeffries spoke
and he said some things which
certain people took as antiSemitic" most of this would
have blown over ina hurry and
the status quo of society would
have gone on just the way it
was?
M W.: The media has freedom
ofspeech just like Dr. Jeffries.
Some people would thinkthat
some people would have more
. freedcm.of'speech.than others.
The media,' it is' true, like
controversy. 'Thatishowithas
al ways been, that is how it will
always be. But, Professor
Jeffries has to be careful not to
say things that are blatantly
false and offensive. I was
particular)' puzzled by
Professor Smith's remarks in
his interview, that had
Professor Jeffries not put the
things the wayhe did, he would
not have. gotten the media .
attention that he did.
Professor Smith argues in his
interview for The Ticker, had
Professor Jeffries not put •
things as provocatively. as he
did, he would not have gotten
any
media
attention.
Implication being, that Jeffries
wasjustifiedin saying what he
did since that was the only way
to get media attention. Well it
seems to me that's a very high
price to pay to get media
attention and there are certain
things that I could say in this
article which would get media
attention. But, I'm not going
to say them because I don't
believe them and because they
are false.
Therefore, . 1 am not
sympathetic 00 people who say
things that they are false inorder to get media attention.
Particulary, when those things
are deeply pai nfuI to collegues
and fellow citizens.
J.L.: In The Ticker, Professor
Smith
talks
about
a
"curriculum of Inclusion."
What do you think of this
proposed Idea?
Continued on Next Page
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Harm in'
Jeffries'
Thinking
Continued From Fcu:ingPage
M.W.: All human groups
deservedecentself-esteern and
it is intolerable to make some
groups feel inferior and their
culture is condemned by being
ignored.
Therefore, I think it is
desirable toacqu'aint our
students with a diversity of
cultures and a-diversity ofways
of looking at the world and
understanding the world. This
refers to history, it refers to
art, referstoliterature,itrefers
to religion. We must as part of
our educational process, help
people understand that there
are various ways of seeing the
world and to be an educated
person, one has to understand
the diversity of ways of
understanding the human
experience.
However, there is a form of
multiculturalism which really
is, as I said a little while ago,
the fli p side ofwhite racism. It
is simply the view of the
superiority of all things
African over anything that is
non-African.
Both are
pathologies that feed on Each
other and we have to be careful
not to fall into a second
pathology reacting against the
first pathology and that Itlrink
is the problem of Professor
Jeffries. So we have to be

- . __

__
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careful to involve a form of
multiculturalism that does not
simply reverse the picture and
downgrades everything west
and everything white in favor .
of everything Mricanand'_
everything black. That is why' .
ProfessorJeffriesis doingsuch
a diservice, in my view, to
multiculturalism and to the'
real
interest
of
the
. strengthening
of
understanding
among
different groups.
J.L.: Do you have any concrete
plan how to get this
h_ multicultural curriculum off
the ground, or is this ideajust
wishful thinking?
M.~: I think here at Baruch, On The Club Tip...
what we heed is Black-Jewish
dollarsYOlJ let loose on the
dialogue; particularlyafter the Welcome to NewYork Cityclub lower level of this cafelbar.
Smith interview and after our life. G01TABAVESOULwill
Music selections on Tuesday
discuseion, 1am convinced that venture after darkintothe ever nights didn'imove house heads
Blacks and Jews at Baruch changing club scene. THE or hip-hop fans because it was
College need to talk to each MADHOUSE (Red Zone) has a splash of reggae with lots
other. Because in some ways already made a change by and lots of funk and soul.
they have talked through each moving from Wednesday to Although DJ Frankie could use
other for some time now.
Thursday nights with the some tips on smoothly mixing
Therefore, I would like to grand openingofCollege Night. the funk formula, the diverse
take this opportunity to call on Other c1ubs like THE and carefreecrowd really went
the Black and Hispanic caucus MADHOUSE also shift nights off. It was fun to see people
to work together with the and/or location. Bear in mind start off the week with a burst
Jewish Faculty Association that programs are subject to ofenergy. For the most part, it
here at Baruch to get a dialogue change which is what' keeps was a good looking, 21-andgoing. We will not agree about the club sceneon the move.
over group. People ofdifferent
everything. But, certainly no
backgrounds came together
progress can be made without STICKYMIKE'S FROG BAR and created a highly energized
talking to each other and 8 Great Jones St. (East 3rd atmosphere. You could cool
out at a table, the bar or just
parallelinterviews won't do the St.)
funk
it up on the dance floor.
job. It's only when human Between B'way &Lafayette
Those who wanted to cool off
beings sit around the table and
Sticky Mike's had soul with a got out ofthe kitchen and went
share their perceptions and
there problems that progress party called Soul Kitchen with upstairs. Thereyoucouldhave
can be made. I think that this .DJFrankie Inglese on Tuesday . a drink, playa little pool, see a
is vital and I hope it will take nights. Soul Kitchen left slide show and just hang out.
S. O.B'sthis summer and This bar area was a great
place very soon.
J.L.: Thank you for sharing emerged at Sticky Mike's Frog getaway when the heat was
Bar in the village. For five
too much to handle downstairs.·
your views with us.
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A First Look Behind the Scenes
standup and the zodiac wheel.
The games are distributed to
clubs that want them on a first
come first served basis.
In hopes ofbeingable to stand
out from the others, some of
the clubs are tapping out of
their creative resources and
inventing their own games.
Dianna Rubin, last year's vice
president ofmembership ofthe
American
Marketing
Association says, "Last year
we had the marketing wheel."
She added, "It was a -big wheel
with all ofthe different majors·
at Baruch on it, and all you had
to do was announce your major,
spin the wheel and hope the
wheel landed 'on your major.
We had stuffed animals and
other things for prizes,"
Alan Smith, vice president of
finance, of AMA, .spoke up to
say, 'Tm not telling what we're
going to have this year; It's
going to be a surprise."
Some of the cultural clubs
will be celebrating their
ethnicity by serving a variety
of cultural ·dishes while
adorned in their natiori's
apparel. .
Ifyou have any questions or
need help planningyour event,
please
see
Potter or
Panagoulias in the Student
Activities Center, Room 104.

...

Mike$
in September, S
..
however, when Soul Kitchen"
moved its.party once again. ~
Soul Kitchen keeps its mystery.-g
. on Tuesday nights with DJn
.Frankie' Inglese by moving ~.
around and depends on word en
of mouth to uncover its new
locations.
.
n
Ifyou think that it got hot at g.
Stic},y MiJr.e's with Soul ~
Kitchen, watch that YO\1 don't _N
get burned on Sunday nights cD
when Sticky Mike's stirs up ~
reggae all night long.
-SLY• LA· VII ,I.E PRESENTS
REGGAE + SUNDAYS,· for
'an eight dollar cover price.
Beginningat 11:00 pmyou can,
·SHOCK OUT TO A-I
CHAMPIO~ SOUNDS BY
SELECTOR TOP CAT (FIRST
CHOICE).This crowd is just looking for
a little fun through lots ofbody
contact. So, ladies be on the
look out for those who really
want torub-a-dub. Labor Day
weekend sizzled with this
strictly rockers groove. Party
goers were very high spirited,
to say the least. Everyone got
a Ii ttle closer and knew what to
do on and off the dance floor.
People were grinding with
multiple partners on tables and
chairs and almost climbed the
ceiling. They let it all hang
out. The lower level was also
filled with the energized crowd.
The place really went wild and
ended Summer with abang.
Sticky Mike's is developing a
popular following with
Sunday's reggae groove. Let's
see if we eventually have to
push it along or if it keeps
rising to the top.
at.Sticky
.

Club Fair Previe","
free. D. Potter, assistant
director of student activities,
says, "Each club will be allotted
$60 to finance this activity."
The only thing that the clubs
want from you is to stop by
their booth and give them a
chance to show you what they
have to offer.
There are approximately 90
clubs. and organizations at
Baruch, and, so far, 21 ofthem
have filled out their intent to
participate. Potter has sent a
memo to all of the clubs about
the Club Fair giving complete
instructions for those whom
wish to take part. No alcohol
may be served,andpointy darts
are strongly discouraged. The
deadline for filing your intent
was Sept. 27,buthas now been
.- extended to Oct. 4. "VIe expect
to have at least 40 clubs and
organizations represented at
the Club Fair, but for those
who haven't. signed up yet we
strongly encourage them to
come by the student center as
soon as possible," says Potter.
Aggie Panagoulias, graduate
assistant ofstudent activities,
says, "There may be some clubs
. that don't have a game to play,
but we have a list ofmore than.
30 different games from which
to choose," Some of the games
i ncl ude: ring toss, bottle

.~
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Ha~UCh(;e-Ue-8c

By Richard Roberts
If you are interested in
increasing membership and!
. or awareness within your club
or organization, or ifyou're not
a member of any club, but
interested in joining one, then
the place to be is the ClubFair!
Every fall semester for the
past 14 years, the student
center has been sponsoring this
event. "Thepurposeiaforclubs
to recruit new members and to
get students involved," says
Sharon Lai, staff assistant of
student activities.
This year the Club Fair will
be held on Oct. 17, during club
hours in the Student Center at
137 East 22nd Street. Flyers
and posters will be posted
around the school. There will
be food, fun, games, adventure,
information and more.
.For the student looking to
find the right club to join, all
you have to do is walk around
to all of the booths and see
what is offered. Most of the
clubs will have information at
their table, but as an incentive
to join, they win have some
type ofgame or contgst for:you
to play. The majority of the
clubs will also have prizes.
You might be wonderinghow
much this will cost, but the
good thing about it is that it's

'.

<

Write for The Ticker
Come to Room 301 F in the
Student Center for more.
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VALUABLE INTERNSHIP 'OPPORTUNITYl-

For Student Preparing for Career in
Advertising
1. or 2 .Students rues -& Thurs. fOct.
Dec. 1991
.

Prepare yourself for an advertising career working
1 or 2 days a week as a non-paid intern in a lively
small ad agency on 5th Ave. & 20th St.,NYC. Work
as a direct assistant to busy President. Good typing
skills and excellent phone manner required. You
learn agency methods, procedures & terminology,
client relationships, media research, marketing
planning, working with artists and copywriters, etc.
You'll receive help in planning your job hunt
strategy and a working credit on your resumel
(Winter/Spring/Summer 1992, internship also
available)

Phone todayl ADS UNLIMITED 929-4299

-

"Avon Products .... "
If you are interested in buying
Avon Products or in becoming an
Avon Representative,please
call the Avon .Independent Sales
Rep below:

Ticker Classified
FREE SPRING BREAK TRWS'
to students or students organizations
promotinq out Sprtng-8feak-Paekages. '
Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI.
1-800-423-5264
FAST EXPANDING MARKETING COMPANY
in Queens seeks highly motivated individuals,
unlimited potential.
ASK for JOHNNY or VINCENT at:

(718) 263-3862

Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring Men-Women. Summer/rear Round ..
Photographers, Tour Guides, Recreation
personnel. Excellent pay plus FREE travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacfic,
Mexico.CALL NOW! Call refundable
1-206-736-7000, Ext. 539C

Rolling Bones
Gather No Moss
RUSH
Ron The Bones
Produced by Rupert Hine & Rush
Atlantic Records
RATING: A'

For all' those Rush fans that followed . RuSh's 14th studio album "Roll11le Bones- is worth a listen;. .'
them through the years, the ones who
bought Caress Of Steel (1975) and
Peart has been calmed down to a just stops, there's only the sound ofthe rain,
Hemispheres (1978) on eD..maybe.
plain awesome style and Alex Lifeson All the hope and glory, All the sacrifice
The fans believe that Rush has sold . on guitars, well, he's Alex Lifeson.
in. vain, Iflove remaine-though.
out to make a buck. Thattheyleftthe
Some of the most impressive tracks euerything is loet, We will pay the price,
Mercury Records label that nursed
on the album include, "The Big Wheel," But we will not count the cost."
them since they were babes in the
"Neurotica," the fast-paced "Face Up,"
Since the band picked up Peart in
It all started way back in 1974 with a, world of rack, and when they weren't
the first Rush song that is less than . 1975, after the original drummer John
LedZeppelin Influencedhardrockband getting enough airplay switched to
four minutes inIength at a close 3:5'4, Rutsyleftthebandforphysical reasons,
from Toronto, and has turned into one . Atlantic. Look- at it this way, their
and thefirstinstrumental songby them Rush has had a fantastic combination
of'the most respected and revered rock . last album on Mercury Records, Hold
since "YYZ"in 1981 titled "Where'sMy of driving rhythms with biting lyrics..
bands in the history of music.
Your Fire (1987) went platinum,
Thing? (part IV, 'Gangster of Boats'
When it comes down to it Roll The
On Tuesday, September 3, Rush while Presto didn't.
trilogy)."
Bones is yet another great album from
(Geddy Lee; Alex Lifeson and Neil
WeU,getting back to the album,
But the three best songs out of the ten a great band. But what they need the
Peart) released their 14thstudio album back on August 29, Oeddy Lee was on
are "Dreamline," "Bravado" and the most is a swamping ofpublicity to help
titled Roll The Bones the follow up to WNEW(102.7) With Scott Muni. Lee
title track "Roll The Bones," which push the album along. Or else it will
theirAtlantic Records debut Presto in said that what they wanted to do was
actuallyfeaturesa rap at the end. They suffer the same fate as Presto did, It'll.
November of 1989.
to do something completely different.
don'treveal who'srapping, butit sounds be hot for thefirst two months and then
In the first month of release, Roll -"To funk it up," was exactly what he
like somebody white.
die while only going gold, and never
The Bones, peaked at number 3 on the said, and that's exactly what they did.
Even though Lee &. Lifeson have reaching the platinum stage..
Billboard chart, and now has fallen to. The first release off the album is also
decided to change the music, with the
Sure, their style ofmusic has changed
number 11..But the weirdest thing of the first track, "Dreamline." The song
exception ofthe nip, Pearthas kept his overthe years, put I didn't hear anyone
all was hearing a. Rush song on Mojo . is quintessentially Rush, There is no
lyrics the same astl1ey've aiways been, complainingwhen PermanentWaves
Radio (95.5 FM). The station played other way to describe it.
deep and thought provoking. In . was released in1980.That was a 180
the -mystical -end acoustic· "Bravado,". .,.:On Roll ~The_.Bone.s th~nu!r~.Ji:JQt _ --'--,-~~l!~_:'_~_ ~~~. ~~~, "We traoel . degreeturnaround from the previous
which was perfectly followed by Debbie less keyboards and more funky bass
in the dar~cifthe new moon,a starry· album, So now that it's 1991, it's time
Deb's "When I Hear Music."
lines from bass virtuoso Geddy Lee
highway traced on the map of the sky." to tum it around again, take a chance
Is this a good thing? For Rush, yes. . The_2ve.!-z.e~_()~._~ ..~o/~!:, ~f N,*"I. _ wneAno~ e~p~~;~/~f?:va~o~" _ and ron the bones, indeed.

. . ,. . :-_.~ .", .
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TESLA
Psychotic Supper
Produced by: Tesla, Steve Thompson
& Michael Barbiero

~~.:~::'

..

Tesli's N_est"Psychotic Suppe.... hittbe record ItoI'8lIast week.
...

musIC·

,'..

BOOGIE DOWN PRODUCTIONS- ,
Criminal Minded
Sugarhill Records
RATING:A+
By Wesley Smith

The Year is 1986 Mc. Shan and Marley Marl are fresh off releasing "The
Bridge" which went overlarge. Wait!! Out of no where (where is no where
exactly?) comes a similar beat with a totally differentmessage. "The Bridge Is
Over" and school (later to be called Edutaimnent) was just starting to. be in
session. Let's start at
the very beginning.. The beginning of the Hip-Hop teacher, KRS-ONE's
<Knowledge Rules Supreme Over Nearly Everyone) first lesson Criminal
Minded. For-those ofyou unfamiliar with this-class letme-inform yannow that,
it is unlike anything'youhave been taught at Baruch. .
.
This class is often taught on the streets, in the home (ifone is lucky enough
to have parents know) or ifyou listen to BDP (Boogie Down Productions) it can
be learned on your headphones.
In this introduction to Bronx Hip-Hop class KR~""'ONEwith the help of the DJ
Scott LaRock teach youthe fundamentals ofwhat was to quickly beeeme.anew
style of Rap music where the lyrics served to educate the listener about the
world around bimlher. In Criminal Minded 101 once enrolled you will learn
about various topics. Rangingfrom "Poetry", "ElementarY', and for those
urban dwellers there is more relevant infTlIlation.like how"9MM Goes Bang.•
In addition you Will-also leam about Iife in the "South Bl'OnX;"
.Ifat this point you haven't heard a rami]~artitle (that makes you go ohhh yea
'member that) and you call yourself a Hip-Hop listener you should have your
licensere~oked. If these titles ~ baek fond memories·theft-it's about to get .
much better. This album was released on long dead B-Boy Records and the
printinsoftbis album went witbthem. Until now one would have to comb the
blaCk market foreopiesofthis classic recording..
.c
.
Now,Sugar Hill Records has picked up the rights to Criminal Minded and has
.re-released it on CD and ('assette•. Let me remind you that this was the only
since he was ki.led shortly after
:1 BDPalbum thatDJ Scott LaRock a-a-..1
t'J-'CU- on
'i its release. No Hip-Hop collection is complete witl) out this textbook (record) ,
.0
so run to the registrarse>ftice (record store) and reserve your seat before it's too
late. This -class is only being taught .(sold) for a limited time and you can't
graduate with out it.

'J.
.
.

._~

.-ti~~-tb;Y:ha~'earne(fdU~to the'~'~

fact that they shelter. the truth in
their songs. They strive to bring
everything to the surface. A true'
.·aJ"tist.-.does-not-accept the restrictions
~enReCords
ofa feared authority.
. __
RATING: A
Our rebellous friends are preaching
By Danny Gesslein
. much truthon their new album. Their
hatredforpoliticians is clearlyevident
Tesla is back and they're harder than in "Government Personnel." In this
ever. The group is following Heaven's briefsongJeffKeith, songwriter, says,
trail straight to success." Through "Go straight to hell all you government
Psychotic Supper they are personnel," He may be a dreamer but
establishing themselves as the rebel their are much more of them than
cry of youth.
people realize.
.
Just like the founding fathers ofRock. "Freedom Slaves" is anything but
n- Roll, Tesla is writing music with a non-controversial. Keith now declares
purpose. Their iconoclastic attitude is war at the liars that teach American
refreshing in an industry that does not histOry. He was sickened by the idea
pride itselfon lookingfor original ideas. ·that he was taught that the Indians'
Following the crowd is not the band's were enemies to' the settlers in the
style but speaking out against it is.
new world. The realization that the
Tesla is like a rebellious friend that Native Americans were stripped ofall
you know. You know the one thatquit they had explodes in-t-be song.Th&
his job because he has to wear a tie. He pain ofbetrayl and lies is what drives
hates to listen to authority and all its this songand quite possibly this group
restrictions. The group is the same as a whole.
way. They are the next generation of
musical artists. Psychotic Supper is a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Michele (212) 534-5979
Best- times to call; evenings and
weekends
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a record it is able to give you

thesamefeelingthatmadeyou

give up your hard eanied.~ ·s
, ......
....;".
fortbe wax in the first'p1aee.
With the
-I don~t believe
This can be somewhat of an
in Maven~ but 1 wish 1 did~» in
NYMPHS" "
emotionalexperience for'thOse
',one.of~he~t tunes on the
, ofus'wl1o don't like tOinvesti~, Nymp1l8album.
Produced by,Bill Price
garbage. But just to reassure
"Supersonic" is another
Geffen Records
you possible investors rmgoing
excellent song. It has an
to proceed to list the selections' RATING:B+
original and funky sound to it.
By Tara Mandelbaum
that stand out on this twelve
Inger says ofthis track, "Iggy
cutalbum. Ifyou're down with
Pop is on this. He is one ofmy
, ·O.P.P."youmust"LetTheHo's
Nymphs? What do you think heroes. That's his poem at the
Go" when they start to "Strike of when you hear this word? end. 'Music,' it says, 'is the
A Nerve". Before the "Ghetto Well, in the case of some Los only thing holy left to our
Bastard"hits you "GuardYour Angeles musicians, Nymphs is miserable dying civilization.'''
Grill" then simply "Yoke The the title of their band.
If the catchy tune of "The
=-being all Peaks and no valleys. Joker".
Female lead singer Inger Highway,"soundsfamiliar, it's
"Sorcoflike a rollercaister with
Naughty By Nature consists Lorre says of this interesting 'because the song was featured
no dips. It starts going up to a of, three members, Kaygee, name, "I wanted a band this in the 1990 film, "Bad
respectable level (just high Treach (who does most of the' . heavy to have the softest and Influence." It is 11 song about
enough to make you shiver) rapping) and Vinnie. Steppin'
cutest name. It's not the sexual Richard Ramirez, the night
and then it keeps you there, hard out of New Jersey these
connotation of the word we stalker murderer. It is about
hanging on an assortment of three young men have mean but the other definition. the phenomenon of what IS
bass string plucks and drum managed to grab quite a bit of Nymphs are the larvae of an going on inside a killer's mind.
rolls.
attention, upon their initial insect. Some grow into beetles.
My, personal favorite is the
The thought occurred to me, introduction. This debut is I hate The B~atles." If you mellow tune of "Imitating
yo Wes break down the interesting to watch since it think this statement is Angels." The song just flows
highlights of this whole could set the pace for not only interesting, you should hear with a simple groove and it
Naughty
By
Nature Naughty By Nature but for
the Nymphs' self-titled debut really shows off the powerful
experience. I think I told you their management company as '
once before my personal (not well. Management is handled
that personaH!) requirement by Queen Latifah's Flavor Unit
for classification as a bonafide Management which after this
purchase worthy album. Well, catch will definitely be one to
let me tell you again just in watch in the near future. The
case you didn't read it the first story is that Treach was at one
time. In order to grab the lump pointlivingin the streets when
of dough necessary to buy an he was discovered bythe Queen
album from my pocket the herself and the rest is history.
,artist must have ~t least three
All in all Naughty By
impressive cuts. ~en I say Nature (the album that is) is
impressive I mean that those very well fortified. By that I'm
selections must have constant sayingthatIcan'tknockit. So
replay ability. Constant replay if you're down (and you know
what? Ok, TIl translate that that I know you're down) Wit ',/
ph~tothosewho~~'tquite,--~eheadbobbin~movements ' ~;,-::~';:',~I~,~';"',:"
receive that transmission (that JOIn the rest of this land cause
"'{h/'';",'':<''
includes me since I just looked damn skippy they're wit' it.
back and what the !@# was Let's everyone get a little
that). Constant replay ability naughty, it's only part of your
means that each time you play nature.
'
_...... -"--'.'. -- ,-'." alblJm where Ingeristbe...wxi(e]:"~,..-.voice,this talented woman.
, ' of all,the bantfslyrics. ,," ,'",' 'This..songisabOut a ffiencfof
The N ym phs are an Inger's who committed suicide
alternative rock band with a becauseofdrugswhenshewas
lot of enthusiasm and only 20 years old. Inger sings,
originality. They are an angry "Kim hung out with the wrong
group
of people with crowd. It was a badcrowd who
frustrations they express pretended that it wasn't bad.
dramatically through their They were imitating Angels."
explosive music. Their songs
The only problem that I had
are about the madness of of with this band is that several
life.
of the songs sounded very
Hearing a woman sing music similar. "Just One Happy
like this is a pleasant surprise Day," and "Wasting My Days,"
because this type of music is have a similar rhythm, not to
usually limited to males. But mention similar lyrics.
this outspoken woman really
But I am impressed by their
carries it f)Jf. Her powerful overall originality, but also
voice reminds me of a cross 'because the music is like a
between Joan Jett and Stevie personal diary of a very
Nicks.
interesting woman.
The Nymphs' music is filled
The Nymphs are not just
with brutal honesty. This is another band screaming about
apparentin the song"Heaven." what is wrong with the world.
Inger sings of not believing in They appear to be a group of,
heaven; that heaven is just a talented people singing about
fairy tale. She sings this song their true feelings.
~.
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I said Are you down wit it'?!!
Down wit what?? Why"o.P.P."
of course. OH! Nowyouwant
to be down? Well here's your
membership issued by
Naughty ByNature on Tommy
Boy Records, Rated #1 jeep
system record of the summer
by Hip-Hoppers everywhere
(not to mention on every single
street corner), "O.P.P. "isjust
the beginning of this group's
career.
If handled properly,
Naughty By Nature the
album should do quite well in
this Rap industry. This first
album release by the Naughty
stays very close to the heart of
Hip-Hop music implementing
the hard core street feel that
constituted the music of the
original Rap artists. Drop a
head bobbing drum beat
nurtured bya smooth bass line
with some, bells for accents.
The lyrics flow - from the
required I'm the "Wickedest
Man Alive" story to the "Every
DayAll Day"pictorial ofaround
the way. All along the ride this
album takes you on it's ends up

'Deceived'->DO~sri'tFool·-Anyone
The Little Thriller that Couldn't
Deceived; Starring Goldie Hawn
and John Heard; Written by Mary
Agnes Donoghue and Derek
Saunders; Directed by Damian
Harris; Touchstone Pictures; MPAA
Rating: PG-13 *
By Rafael A. Olmeda, Jr.

Peldon of "Drop Dead Fred") and a
perfectcareerinartrestorationinNew
York. "You know what I'm thinking?"
she telIs her husband, Jack, afterMary's
.fifth birthday party. "Howlucky Iam."
Lucky? Not quite. You see, Jack's
colleague at the museum has just been
killed after discovering that' an
"Jack Saunders," says one pivotal Egyptian necklace is a forgery, and'
character. "What a joke." And while Adrienne gets to discover the body.
audiences will agree, the laughs won't Another colleague ties the forgery scam
be intentional.
toaman named Daniel Sherman.whose
A few clever plot twists are director' business card was Iast seen being
Damian Harris's only ammunition removed from lovable Jack's pocket.
against a cliche-ridden script and the
That's not all (unfortunately). Jack,
total absence of chemistry between supposedly went on a business trip to
Goldie Hawn' and John Heard Boston, but a friend swears she saw,
"Deceived,"the thriller that isn't, which him in a New York hotel, and the sexy
opened Sept. 27.
lingerie he bought his wife while he
After six years ofmarriage, you think should have been on this trip was
you, know someone. That's what purchased in midtown. There are just
Adrienne Saunders (Hawn) thought. too many coincidences, Adrienne
She had a perfect husband (Heard), a decides. He must be having an affair.
When Adrienne confronts Jack with
perfect daughter named Mary (Ashley

ti

After thyee consecutive
~"'lI!atinumalbums the group has
still kept its raw, powerful
sound". In fact the group is
even more potent now. They
find the soul to their music
when they move from
Woodstock to New York City.
The city gives them the ability
to realize the joy and pain of
life. The dichotic environment
allows them to open their eyes
to the real world. They sit
watching this life in the jungle
and scream that they cannot
do anything about it. The dirt
and grime of this city is

matched by its beauty and
splendor.
Psychotic Supper is
nothing more than brilliance.
The group shows th~t not
everyone is going to sell their
soul for the sake ofmoney and
"the good ofothers." Tesla is a
prime example that you can
speak your mind and be
successful in' doing it. _They
are the voice that will carry us
into the next century. Their
messages are what people are
usuallyaffraidtosay. Toputit
simply, Tesla is made up of
non-conformists
in
a
conformist world.

;'mp"'t-:e .a

suicide
and
subsequent
coma tose -1 ike
state.
Use your
nlusion
II,
although at this
p ar tic u l a r
moment I don't
feel is as creative

DENZELWASHINGTON

Continued From Page 15

her accusations, he cuts her
down to size so badly that
while he's leaving the
apartment, not sure if or
when he'll return, 'she's the
one apologizing.
As far as Adrienne is
concerned, this would be the
worst time for Jack to die.
So guess what?
Jack's car is seen crashing,
flipping over and exploding.
And that's when the movie
really begins.
It turns out Jack Saunders
is not who he says he is.
Adrienne can't collect insurance because the man
with her husband's social "What am I dOing In this movie?" Good question.
security number has-been
dead since 1976. He died in Nebraska. and after the real Egyptian necklace.
So Adrienne goes andfinds his obituary.
One feels sorry for Adrienne, who
--':Phis is where the movie starts to get was too blind to see the flaws in herunbelievably stupid. Somewhere in husband's character.... One also feels
'g New York, Adrienne has found the
sorry for Goldie Hawn, who couldn't
~ microfilm for a 1976 newspaper from
see any flaws in this lousy script. Hawn
~ Nebraska. It's difficult enough finding
walks through the movie. Heard (the
~ last week's Washington Post in the New
father in "Home Alone") drums up about
~-¥ork-Public-bibrn1!Y.-------" '----_ as muc)l mysterY: as~f.o~!!~ cookie,
~
Then she goes to that room in the andtheendingissinyandunsatisfY1n~
,,'
u board ofeducation where all yearbooks
The script was the worst thing of all.
-=_ are filed (stop laughing- this is a After being chased by the mad stalker,
,§
.... thriller). There she finds out who her Adrienneisfinallycomered. .Thekiller
~ husband really was.
sees her and says (are you ready for
~ Amazingly, "Deceived" just gets more
this?) "Hi." Whatever tension writers
Q ' stupid as it goes along. Adrienne keeps
Mary Agnes Donoghue and Derek
~ running into or nearly running into Saunders (hmmrhave managedto build
~ dead bodies.
She's like Angela up until that point is totally dissolved
s Lansbury. Whenever she shows up, in afit o&1earty laughter.
~ someone dies.
"Deceived" will make you appreciate'
:g
No hackneyed thriller would be a good thriller. It will also make you
~ complete without a stalker, and this long to see one. '
~ oneisnoexception. He's after Adrienne,

chronicles Axl's
ex erience of

....

TESLA

17

as I, does nonetheless have some
outstandingmoments. "Getin the Ring"
and "Locomotive(complicity)" are my
two favorite tracks on the disc. "Get in
The Ring" is the pinnacle in Axl's
"F- offto those ofyou who don't agree
with how I live my life" attitude. It
names people specifically such as the
editors of Spin,
Hit Parader and Circus. However, I
also feel there are otherreasons behind
this song. I find it interesting that Axl
didn't include Rip magazine on his rag
list. The editor of Rip, Del James is a
very close friend ofAxl's. In fact Axl
and Slash have both done TV
commercials for Rip which have been
seenonMTV. JustasAxl won't let any
pictures be taken of him in concert or
otherwise(remember St. Louis) unless
their done byhis longtimefriendRobert
John, he, pledges his allegiance to Rip
in "Get in The Ring" by telling Rip's
competitors to essentially f- off.
"Locomotive" is in the vein of "Coma,"
II.
an extended yet very attention
The opening track amght Next Door
commanding song.
. to Hell" IS a fine example. There's also
These albums will undoubtedly
a couple ofexcellent StoneslAerosmith occupy the top two positions in the
influenced tunes like -OOuble Talkin' Billboard charts for many weeks to
Jive" and "Dust and Bones." The soon come. What's interestingis to see which
to be classic ~ovemberRain"i~.a1soon album will eventuallyoutsell theothers.
I as is the surprisingly mellow crlfhe My"bet is that II will initially outsell I
Garden" ·which features guest ~voc:a1s, 'basedon consumer familiarity with the
from Atice Cooper. The final song on ,I, songs onH, However after I has a few
"Coma,"isanotherphenom,(10~nutes
singles put out I think you will see it
plus)thatwithoutrepeating~yverses,
catch and surpass ll.
After two years ofdelay the new Guns
and Roses albums have finally been
released. Notice that I said albums.
Both Use Your IDusion Volumes I &
n were released on September 17 and
as ofpress time (September 26) close to
7 million copies have been sold. This
figure reflects sales for both albums.
And just how are the albums? 'Well,
obviously that's up to each individual
listener, but in my opinion the new
albums were well worth the wait.
Interestingly enough, most of the
reviews Ive scanned (Village Voice,East
Coast Rocker) panned the albums and
in general gave n a more favorable
rating than I. I kind of enjoy I for
several reasons. First, the songs are
essentially new. On n, the band
included "Knockin' on Heavens Door,"
"You Could Be Mine," and "Civil War."
All songs have' been released previous
to the albums release. Also the songs'
have more of a punk edge on I than on
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:atotal ofthree decent songs.~reaking
the Girl" and "Under the Bridge" are
the other two winners of this collection
of bad taste. When you listen to these
songsyou think that the rest ofit cannot
be too bad. How wrong you are.
The group thinks that they can mix
The only people that I would rap with rock and blend it with their
recommend the new Red Hot Chili own style; wrong again. I would rather
Peppers album to are those who are have root canal than have to listen to
into sado masicism. This work has few this again. Actually I beleive thatifIgo
redeming qualities. To find these to hell I will be receiving root canal
qualities is just a punishment that no while listening to this album for all
one should endure. So, unfortunately, I eternity. Trust me ifyou hear this you
reviewedit and trust me do not waste will know the anguish that I have
endured. This work does have one
your money.
redeemingquality,
the government can
If you listen to WDRE you will
probably hear the band's new single, save tons ofmoney thanks to the band.
"Give It Away." This is of course
Continued on Page 18
misleading because the album only has
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Blood Sugar Sex Magik
Produced by Rick Rubin
Warner Brother Records
RATING:D
By Danny Gesslein
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Red Hot Chili Peppers, get a 0 for -Blood SugarSel Magik.·
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Fall PrevieW's
We're going to put aside
storage tips for this week and
focus on what's coming 0\lt
this fall from Marvel and D.C.
and let me tell you, your not
going to believe the incredible
things in store for you.
- Marvel Comics You all know by now that
New Mutants #87 introduced
Cable to the mutant Marvel
Universe and currently sells
for somewhere between $30
and $50, depending on where
you go. But ifyou can't afford
to pay this ridiculous price for
this less than yearold so called
gem, Marvel is now offering a
second printing of this hot
book in a gold metallic ink
cover that features the art of
Rob Liefield and Todd
McFarlane. If I where you I
would reserve your copies at
yourlocal dealer because these
are bound to be as hot as the
original. The gold cover is
available for $1.50.
Marvel also offers the first'· .
ever Cable v.s. Ghost Rider
story and it can be found in
Marvel Comics Presents :j9()
thru #94. These should also
be high on the best seller list.
These will sell for $1.25.
Be on the look out for
Wolverine #50. Wolverine #50
will be a double- sized issue
that will reveal many-of the
mysteries surrounding the
true origin of Marvel's most
popularcharacter, thatismost
popular next to Spiderman.
The issue will also feature a
die-cut cover that looks like
the ever-levin Wolverines
claws are ripping through it.
Thisdouble-sized
extravaganza will be available
for $2.50 and if you miss it,
don't worry, Marvel is sure to
double print this book too.

Perhaps the most awaited
release by Marvel is John
Byrne's Next Men: 2112
graphicnovel. Thisintroduces
an all new team of mutant
superheroes 20 years into the
future. The full-color graphic
novel features the origin of
these mutated agents known
simply as Next Men. This is
the pilot to the upcoming
regular series available in
January 1992. The graphic
novel will sell for $9.95 and I
highly recommend this.
Marvel is offering to the
collector only familiar with
What If? Vol. II, a compilation
of the best What If? stories
from it's original run from 1977
to 1984. Awesome stories like
"What If Phoenix Had Not
Died?"; UWhat If Spiderman
Had Joined The Fantastic
Four?"; "What if Gwen Stacy
Had Lived?"; -what If The
Avengers Had Never Been?"
and many mGr"·-0f.·-the~
questions collectors dared to
ask of Marvel from it's first
first 15 years. This trade
paperback is available for
$12.95 and is must buy for the
new collector.
Here are some other notables
shipping in November.
Deathlock runs into to the
Punisher in Deathlok #6 & ~7 .
Daredevil #300 will be a
double-sized spectacular as
Daredevil finally exacts his
revenge on the Kingpin and
The Adventures of Captain
America #3 will finally be
released.
-Marvel & D.C.
Collections The Best Of Marvel & D. C.
Collection offers for the first
time in one giant sized trade
320 page paperback all of the
stories the two comic giants

Red Hot Chili Peppers
Continued From Page 17

There music can be played on great lyrics.
death row and the prisoners
On the cover of the album
will kill themselves. This will there is one ofthose signs that
save on the Con- Edison bill for warn ofexplicitlyrics. Actually
the use of the electric chair.
the warning should be for what
The guitar tracks are simple the writer is saying not how he
on some songs and completely is saying' it. I hear many
convoluted on others. The different ways ofdescribingsex
attempt at blues is terribly but the way in which RHCP
painful. During those songs present it I am sickened.
you grind your teeth and wish Beleive me these lyrics would
that your fast forward button make Andrew Dice Clay blush.
was not broken. During other
The Red Hot Chili Peppers
quality songs such as "Suck claim that they are the voice of
My Kiss," the guitar seems to today's youth. Well if that is
be so loud as to cover those the truth I would lock my doors

..

have collaborated on like
"Superman Vs. Spiderman,"
"Batman Vs, The Hulk," and
"The X-Men Vs, The New Teen
Titans." This will be available
for $17.95 and I place this high
on the reccomended list.
Attention Trekkies!! The
Best Of Star Trek celebrates
the 25th anniversary of the
landmark series. In 240 pages
offull color any Star Trek fan
will have a ball reading what
fans have picked the best Star
Trek stories ever published in
comic bookfonn. The collection
features work by Mike Barr,
Peter David and Marv
Wolfman.
This trade
paperback is available for
$19.95.
«Impact Comics»
Impact introduces The Black
Hood #1. The Black Hood is a
mysterious lone r whose
pressence has beenfeltin every
Impact title thus far and you'll
finally find out who he is.
-D.C. Comics Look for Aquaman to return
in his own regular series and
Armageddon 2001 to continue
in Alien Armageddon as
Monarch goes back in time to
change all of Earth's history.
American Flag's creator,
Howard Chaykin debuts at
D.C. when he and Gil Kane
team up for a three issue run
in The Legends of The Dark
Knight #24 thru #26.
Batman also guest stars in
Deathstroke: The Terminator
*6. In this issue) Deathstroke
is hired by the mob to kill a
criminal who has turned states
evidence in Gotham City.
Batman will be on hand to stop
him.
Look for Robin series II, to
climb the bestseller list as
Robin meets the Joker. Robin
II, #1, offers Eve variations of
it's cover and four different
hologram cardversions, whew!
Just can't get enough of this
garbage can you?
and stay inside for the rest of
my life. The band uses
profanity as much as there
audience does. Using four
letter words to describe life all
the time is quite irritating. If
you want to hear the group's
influence, all you have to do is
listen to a teenage football
game in the streets.
I wish that I could say
something good about Blood
Sugar Sex Magik but I can't.
think of anything good about
this album, except the end of
it. Finger nails on a chalk
board is a welcome treat
compared to listening to this.
The only thing that could
possibly be worse than
listening to this album, is
knowing that youactually paid
for it.
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Bankruptcies Mount In Recession As Trepidation Lessens

1 - "I Adore Mi Arnor" • Color Me
Badd
2 - "Good Vibrations" • Marky Mark
& The Funky Bunch
3 - "The Promise of a New Day" •
Paula Abdul
4 - "I Do It For You" • Bryan Adams
5 - "I'll Be There" • Escape Club
6 - "Too Many Walls" • Cathy Denis
7 - "Motownphilly" • Boyz II Men
8 "Love of A Lifetime" • Firehouse
9 - "Shiny Happy People" • R.E.M.
10 - "I Can't Wait Another Minute" •
Hi-Five

Once Considered the Final Chapter In Credit,
Growing Numbers Find Filing a Viable Recourse
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• By Eric Loyola
When Gerald Sanderfoot divorced Jeanne Farrey in 1986"
acountycourtinAppletonnear
theirhcmetownofHortonville,
Wisconsin directedSanderfoot
to pay alimony and child support for their three young children. In additionit divided the
marital property-a 27 acre
property that includes a slitlevelranchhouseandthesmall
duck pond it overlooks. The
court gave Sanderfoot the
house and the grounds and
responsibilityfor all debts, both
his and her's. It awarded
Farrey a lien on the property
for the amount of $29,000 to
insure that Sanderfoot would
pay her that same amount of
cash. That was to have been
the end of the twenty-year
marriage and the settlement.
But before paying Farrey a
cent, eight months later
Sanderfoot declared personal
bankruptcy. Because Federal
law permits debtors to keep
their homes free of all obligations imposed by a court, any
debt to her is cancelled.
In Farrey v. Sanderfoot, the
Supreme Court will decide
whether Sanderfoot can avoid
p.ayjng Farreyher share ofthe
marital prOpertY Dy declaring
bankruptcy. Two Federal
courts
haye
,!ph~ld
Sanderl"oot"s action but reluctantly. There was always the
question: IsSanderfootanheirapparentto Houdini, who spent
part of his childhood in
Appleton, anddaringly escaped
his responsibility or was he
just part ofthe current wave of
bankruptcies, which outnumber those of the 1981-82 recession?
TOOaYs bankruptcy trend
began in 1985 after a threeyear period ofdeclining filings,
according to Judy Kent, a
spokeswoman for the Financial Services Association, the
national trade association for
providers offinancial services
in Washington D.C. The national average of 15 percent is
outdistanced by the number of
bankruptcies recorded in the
Northeast. A record number of
people have filed in New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.
Filing for various reasonsbusiness failure, job loss, lost
lawsui ts, overwhelminghouseholdandmedicalexpensesand
declining home equity-they
have done so with fewer reservations about the drawbacks
which are part and parcel of
bankruptcy. Like Sanderfoot,
they have focused on the rewards rather than on the rami-

fications,
The New York metropolitan
region has seen the highest
number of personal bankruptcies in its history. In the Federal Bankruptcy Courts Eastem District ofNewYork, which
covers Brooklyn, Queens, Long
Island and Staten Island, filings rose 39 Percent to 10,094
from.7,260. New York's Southfl
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em District, which includes
Manhattan, the Bronx and
Westchester county, filings
rose 28 percent to 5,606 from
4,303. In New Jersey, there
was a 47 Percent rise to 12,748
from 8-,645. Connecticut had a
52 percent increase to 4,521
from 2,973.
Trends in the region are
clearly discernible to Dr. Robert W. -Johnson, a senior research associate at the Credit
Research center in West
Wayette, Indiana. In a report, he wrote that a "substantial"numberofthefilingswere
by people in construction or
real estate. A spokesperson
for the National Association of
Hom e b u i 1 d e r s ,
Washington,D.C.,
said,
"There's deflation in the housingmarketandfewneworders
for homes." Johnson added,
"People have been borrowing
on their home and sometimes
the value ofthe loan is greater
than the value of the house."
Some 70 percent of the 1990
filings were made under Chapter 1 of the u.s. Bankruptcy
Code. The most common of the
filings permits debtors to keep
$l(),OOO in cash and home equity, while e~asing all debt in
exchange for liquidating all
other assets to pay off creditors. Chapter 11 bankruptcies
Usecrin-eeit8mliistanees
by small business owners, but
is generally used by corporations. Chapter 13 filings enable debtors to keep their
homes ifthey continue making
mortgage payments and partial payments on their other
debts overa period offive years.
Furthermore, payments made
under Chapter 13 are supervised by a court-appointed
trustee.
While bankruptcy may seem
to some as away to take refuge
from ~«ptor lawsuits, financial advisers warn that bankruptcy should be considered
only after all other recourses
have been assessed. Lenders
caution that anyone who declares bankruptcy will have to
do without credit for the time
that the blemish stays on their
TRW credit report- 7 to 10
years.
Yet, a recent study by Perdue University's Credit research Center and Management Systems Ine., Atlanta,
whichanalyzedapproximately
10,000 credit reports of people
who had filed for bankruptcy
court protection, concurred
with the findings of many financial advisors: "Bankrupts
are able to obtain new creditas
soon as six months after filing
and are able to get loens 65
_~tasoften as the general
POPWation."
However, certain debts, such
-• .child-support and recent
red~ta1 income taxes ean not
, be ~wiped out by bankruptcy
proeeedings. People with such
a stain on their record have a
difficult time getting jobs or

are
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renting an apartment because clientele thathave experienced
landlords check credit reports. bankruptcy.
And credit cards, which are
It's not unusual, especially
deemed unsecured creditlines, for a Chapter 7 debtor, to keep
are hard to obtain as are mort- a couple of credit cards during
gages. Monte Helme, vice bankruptcy. There is the lepresident of the public infor- gally questionable stunt/pracmation department atCentury tice of paying off a credit card
21 Real Estate Corp., says, balancebeforefiling. Thecredi"Generally speaking they'll tor doesn't learn about the
find itimpossible to get a mort- bankruptcy because it's not
gage."
listed in court and the cardBut certain creditors find a holder shows no missed payrecent bankruptcy a positive, ments. Some lawyers queseven desirable- sign. In the tion the practice because it
instance of a Chapter 7 pro- appears to favor one creditor
ceeding, where remaining debt over others. Credit counselors
is cancelled at the time the advise against this because the
debtor emerges from bank- possibility is always there of
ruptcy, the individual emerges winding
up
with
debt-free andimproved selfand unmanageable debt allover
net worth. "Usually if a client again.
has ajob, I can help them to get
People who need a credit
credit because they're per- card for work, like a gasoline
ceived as good risks by some card to a salesman forever on
finance companies," said Gail the road, it's recommended
Koffof Jacoby and Meyers.
they start with what's known
Willing lenders are consumer as a secured credit card. With
finance companies such as the such a card a consumer must
Money Store,N.Y., which are leave money on deposit with
comfortable lending to high- the card issuer and can then
risk borrowers and conse- only charge the amount on dequently charge high interest posit.
rates to stem steep default
Trustees ofChapter 13 bankrates. In the soft automobile ruptcies have started an exmarket, auto dealerships are perimental program w'hich rewil~ to finance carloans for . wards bankrupts who have
form~t!~pts·by asking
paid_off.their ~bt by making
for large down payments. The credit available to them once
lo8n~Ts--securect'oy "toe'- car.
tlfey- emerge. "1be 4ife after
Retailers such as Sears, Roe- bankruptcyprogram-begariin
buck & Co. extends credit to Columbus, Ohio, under the
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~Freshmen Add

Spark to Baseball Team

~
o

F By Phil Sum

Since the 13-8 season opening win over Old Westbury the
Baruch Baseball team has won
1, tied 1, and lost 4. Victories,
however, are of little importance in the fall, and CoCaptian Eric Grossman has
voiced his satisfaction with the
teams overall performance.
~e are trying harder to establish the team's concept then
to simply win," Grossman said.
He added, "it is tough though,
because all it takes is a few
knots in the rope... one guy can
spoil everything."
This fall has been a movement towards youth for the
baseball team. There are eight
new freshmen currently on the
squad, and their talents have
been evident. Two of these
standouts, Rob Lawton and
Frank Prenieiaro, were former
teamatesat Bryant H.S. ayear
ago. Lawton is a strong defensive fielder with a cannon ann
who adds quickness to the
lineup. Perniciaro is aje;erat
third base, and adds more
speed on the basepaths.
Coach Dan Sheenhan is delighted with the play of his
freshmen and his teams' overall quickness. Outside of 1st
basemanSean Barrows there
is little power in the lineup.
"We are taking the St. Louis

~
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Cardinal's approach to our
game. Solid pitching, good defense, and alot of speed on the
bases. We just need to hit the
ball better come springtime,"
says Sheehan.
The fall season is primarily
weekend games only. The objective is to compete in game
situations for positions,
sharpen skills, and most importantly develop the team concept in all ofthe players. In the
spring they will head down to
Florida for a one week springtraining and then play six days
a week.
The baseball team practices
and plays it's home games at
Gil Hodges Baseball Field in
Coney Island, Brooklyn. For
non league games they play
one nine inning game. All
league games are double
headergames ofseven innings.
If they win back to back
games in POSt-season, they will
go to the CUNY Championships held in Yankee Stadium.
Senior Grossman feels, "that
with this group of freshmen,
we finally have the horses to
do it this year."
Coach Dan Sheehan's strategy in the fall season is to play
the veteran squad in the first
game ofdoubleheaders, and the
developmental squ-ad iri~ the
secondgame. Againstrival City

College, the first squad won a
4-3 nail biter. The game also
featured the emergence ofJose
Rivera, the teams new closer.
Rivera, co-captain and 2
time all-star, came in wi th a 2o count in the bottom of the
seventh and the go ahead run
on base. He was able to fan the
batter, and mowdown the next
two to preserve the win. Coach
Sheenhan plans to rely on
Rivera in the spring to save
victories, and his presence will
solidify the bullpen.
Baruch's one tie this fall was
against
Mattituck,
a
ConneticutJuniorCollege, who
beat Baruch in the second
game. In their most recent action, Baruch dropped a close
game to Drew U ni versi ty.
Then, they were destroyed in
the second game.
Still, the confidence is high,
and for a change the spring
season could yielda championship.
This win all depend on how
the other players fill in. Along
with Co-captains Rivera and
Grossman, Sheenhan has been
especially pleased with Barrows, Washington Zurita, and
freshmen catcher John Pena.
With the loss of last seasons
MVP, catcher- Andrew Scrivani, -tne catclte~s poSffion
seemed weak. Pefia, however,
»

Baruch Soccer Wins With Tri-Fares
By David A. Amir
Imagine losing your season
opener 2-0 and getting the feeling of good things to come.
Sounds crazy doesn't it? It
does, it's true.
The Baruch Men's Soccer
team lost to Upsala on September <11. Coach Tony Henry,
in his thirteenth season, said,
" the players were over anxious and missed easy opportunities that could have given
them the victory." The game
was scoreless until the 80th

minute. Upsalaaddedanother
goal on a Penalty kick in the
90th minute.
Baruch lost the game but
they were not down on themselves.
In the next game, Baruch
easily beat Old Westbury 4-0.
Baruch was lead by the scoring
of Hans Pierre-Charles, Carl
"Rocky" Gibbson, Ahmed
Fares, and Lam Kwun.
Then Baruch defeated St.
Joseph 3-1. In this contest
Paddy Danford, Ahmed Fares

and Gibbson scored for the
statesmen.
Baruch is lead by Co-Captains Kassem Fares, Choy
Cadiz, and Aziz Laghrouri. In
goal for his third season is the
third Fares on the team, Ali.
In the 1990 season Baruch
fi ni shed with a poor record. It
was ayear of building and it
was tough to defend the CUNY
Championship without their
top players. N()w Henry, is,
"expecting to win the championship." But, towin it all Henry

says, "the players need to be
focused and they must make
sacrifices." Wanting to win is
good, but, the team must beat
defending champs York College and always tough City and
Hunter Colleges.
Listening to the optimism in
Coach Henry's voice, they
should make a good run at the
title.
Henry is looking for
Middlefielders Troy Kradizand

By Eric Grossman
Riddle ofthe week: What does

Tennis Team Shoots Down Opponents
By David A. Amir
On Tuesday, Sept. 10 the
Women's Tennis team started
a potentially great season.
Anna Daniels will enjoy her
first year as head coach.
Daniels takes over for Dr. Bill
Eng who moves to assistant
coach. Eng was the head coach
since he started the program
in 1983.
Baruch played Molloy in the
opener and won 5-2. The game
featured five singles and two
doubles. Baruch won four of
the five singles and split the
doubles with Molloy.
Irina Shnidennan seeded
number one and Clarisa Frias
seeded number two, won their
matches fairly easily. Third
seed Linda Cho, won her match
~

in the third set tie breaker.
Fourth seed Sophy Yong lost
and fifth seed Judy Medford
won.
In
the
doubles,
Shniderman and Frias won
while Diane Vayona and
Evelyn Santiago lost:
Daniels looks forward to the
return of Karen Cohen. Cohen
will enter the number two seed.
Following the the Molloy
match Baruch Beat Mt. St.
Vincent 7-2 and CCNY 8-1.
Daniels says, "we have talented players who are very
enthusiastic." Daniels has her
goals set on winning the
Hudson Valley championship
and the CUNY Championship.
With the players she has, why
not? Eng agrees saying, "I
wouldn'tbe surprisedifwe win

the CUNY and the Hudson
Valley championship."
Last season the stateswomen
finished first in the CUNY and
the Hudson Valley division but
second in both tournaments.
If Daniels coaches anywhere
near the way she played there
is no need to worry. After all,
Daniels is a Baruch collegian
and a former number one seed.
On Daniels, Eng says, "she is
very dedicated, Very active,
and communicates well with
the players."
Students who would like to
play for Women's Tennis may
still try out. You may contact
Dr. Engin the Physical Education office on the 7th floor of
the 23 St. building.

Fred McGriff, Kieth Miller,
Greg Gagne, Hal Morris,
Willie McGee, DougDrabek,
Tim Belcher and Jose Rijo
all have in common? They all
escapedfrom the Yankee organization. Do you still wonder
why the pennant drive stalls
come summer in the Bronx?
I have no problem with stars
such as Jose Canseco or
Roger Clemens making millions, but when Bud Black
gets ten million dollars as a
free agent, there's a problem.
And, when the owners try to do
something about it they call it
collusion.
Six foot ten inch Randy
Johnson sure is an rmposing
figure on the mound. But, what
would seven foot six inch center Manute Bollook like on
top of the hill?
Do you think Yankee bust
Tim Leary is really
left-

a

Joseph Romain to come up with
the crucial plays, and settle
the team.
Other players that Henry is
expecting to contribute are:
Cedric Angus, Marces Phanor,
James McLoughlin, James
Foley, Juan Landazabal, and
Wigens Germain.
Coach Henry is also looking
to pick up win number 100 this
season.

handed pitcher and just forgot?
Eric Lindross should at
least put on a NHL uniform
before demanding a trade.
The difference between the
U.S. Basketball team winning
and losing the' gold medal in
the olympics win not be Isiah
Thomas. That team is so talented. Mark Jackson could
probably pick up a few assists
while playing with the squad.
Maybe it's a personal problem, but Ijustgetexcited thinking about another season of
Ken O'Brien sacks and Freeman McNeil's two yard spurts
up the middle.
Wasn't JeffH08tetler supposed to make the Giants offense more exciting?
Howlongbefore Jet fans start
chanting ~et Bruce loose!"?
It's qnly a matter of time before Yankee general manager
axes the stump..

